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ABSTRACT

Occupancy Detection using Wireless Sensor Network in Indoor Environment
by

Farah Ferdaus
University of New Hampshire, December 2018

Occupancy detection plays an important role in many smart buildings such as reducing
building energy usage by controlling heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems,
monitoring systems and managing lighting systems, tracking people in hospitals for medical
issues, advertising to people in malls, and to search and rescue missions. The global positioning
system (GPS) is used most widely as a localization system but highly inaccurate for indoor
applications. The indoor environment is difficult to handle because along with the loss of signals,
privacy is a major concern. Indoor tracking has many aspects in common with sensor localization
in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). The contribution of this work is the demonstration of a nonintrusive approach to detect an occupancy in a building using wireless sensor networks to detect
energy from cell phones in a secure facility and perform indoor localization based on the minimum
mean square error (MMSE). To estimate the occupancy, the detected cellular signals information
such as signal amplitude, frequency, power and detection time is sent to a fusion server, matched

xviii

the detected signals by time and channel information, performed localization to estimate a location,
and finally estimated the occupancy of rooms in a building from the estimated locations.

xix

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The accurate occupancy detection of objects and people in indoor environments has long been
considered an important building block for ubiquitous computing applications[1], [2]. In recent
years, wireless devices are getting more powerful and pervasive. Current wireless devices often
support more than one radio technology, e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth and the Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM). Most research on indoor localization systems has been based on the use
of short-range signals, such as WiFi[3]–[5], Bluetooth[6], ultra sound[7], or infrared[8]. The wide
availability of GSM networks encourages research on the use of GSM as a common radio
technology. In addition, GSM signals appear more stable over time in comparison to WiFi or
Bluetooth signals [9], [10]. In this thesis, we also opted for the use of GSM handset signaling. This
chapter will present problems and the importance of occupancy detection, related previous work,
this project’s contribution to science, and the organization of this thesis.

1.1 Motivation
Ubiquitous smartphone and location information enable new features of location-based
services around local navigation, retail recommendation, proximity social networking, and
location-aware advertising. Recently, the focus is also shifting geographically from outdoor to
indoor. The indoor location market will be more enormous than outdoor since people spend more
than 87% of the time indoor in the daily activities at the office, restaurant or home[11],[12]. Recent

studies show that the percentage of time spent in indoors is increasing nowadays. On average
people spend 90% of their time indoors[13].

Figure 1.1: This pie chart from the NHAPS study shows that Americans spend 86.9% of time
indoors, plus another 5.5% inside a vehicle[12]

Figure 1.1 shows broadly grouped statistics on the mean percentage of time that National
Human Activity Pattern Survey (NHAPS) respondents spent in six different locations (residence,
office-factory, bar-restaurant, some other indoor location, enclosed vehicle, and outdoors). Of the
total time spent by all respondents on the diary day, 69% was spent, on average, in a residence
(Figure 1.1). Approximately 87% of the time was spent indoors and 5-6% in a vehicle, with the
remaining 7-8% spent outdoors. Time spent indoors (composed of time in a residence, in an office
or factory, in a bar or restaurant, or in some other indoor location) and outdoors are represented by
2

different colored shaded slices. The percentages in the figure are the mean percentages taken over
individual percentages for people in the NHAPS sample. Individual percentages were calculated
from the time spent in each location over the total amount of time spent, which was equal to 24 h
(1440 min) for each individual[12].
In dynamic environments, where the setting and occupancy keep changing, knowing
occupancy information, including the number of the occupants and where they are located, can be
beneficial in energy management. The other applications are public safety and services, security
and emergency response such as search and rescue missions, asset tracking in hospitals etc.[14].
For example, congestion management in public places like malls, and tracking team members and
assets on missions in the dark, or in crowded locations etc. Another example would be a section
of the building that has more people will require more cooling or heating as compared to a section
where a lesser number of people are present. Therefore, occupancy detection in an indoor
environment is becoming increasingly important.
Building energy management and the necessity to reduce overall energy consumption is
becoming an increasingly important topic. HVAC systems currently account for approximately
half of the energy consumed in buildings in developed countries[15]. It is therefore essential to
design and operate HVAC systems in an energy-efficient manner to meet low-energy targets. The
HVAC need is strongly related to the occupancy of the building due to the air pollution and heat
load generated by human metabolism, and their use of electrical equipment[16]–[19].
Conventional rule-based HVAC operation typically relies on a daily static occupancy schedule
and real-time measurements of air temperature and/or CO2 concentration to determine the HVAC
need. However, several studies have suggested that significant energy savings can be achieved by
using feedback from sensor-based occupancy detection when operating HVAC systems[20]–[29]
3

and lighting[30]–[32]. These studies demonstrate a significant theoretical energy-saving potential,
i.e. when perfect occupancy detection and predictions are assumed. However, simulation results
of Pedersen et al. [33] show that the accuracy of occupancy detection and predictions affects the
theoretical energy-saving potential significantly. This calls for the development of reliable yet
simple and inexpensive real-time occupancy detection approaches to include occupancy
information when optimizing real-time HVAC operation.
Occupancy detection system in indoor environments (Indoor localization) is a technique for
locating people or objects inside a building. Technologically, outdoor localization techniques
cannot be directly moved to indoor[34]. GPS works almost perfectly in the outdoor environment
but its accuracy, coverage, and quality deteriorate significantly in small-scale indoor places.
Satellite-based GPS data can be difficult or impossible to access when a user is inside, or
insufficient to accurately locate someone in a multistory building. This is a challenging problem
for two reasons such as participant inclusion and access to trackable signals. The main challenge
is the variability and multipath in the environment. Pre-deployed fixed infrastructure can be used
to overcome the challenges. A few methods that use a pre-deployed infrastructure are as followed:
Microsoft RADAR[3], RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) and the Vision-Based
Approach[14]. This research is greatly inspired by the previous works[35]–[38] which is
prototyped using OpenBTS, GNU Radio, and software-defined radios to verify the performance
of indoor localization in the real-world environment.

4

1.2 Thesis Objective
Our goal is to develop an indoor occupancy detection scheme to make the system
inexpensive with limited resources as well as environmentally friendly. Besides, the primary focus
is to develop the detection technique that ensures accuracy and privacy. As the cell phone has
become a ubiquitous device (Figure 1.2 shows the number of mobile phone users (in billions)
worldwide from 2015 to 2019), therefore, detecting occupancy by tracing the location of the cell
phone signal is a smart approach. To achieve this goal, the system requires the use of an RF (Radio
Frequency) signal receiver to capture the GSM uplink frequencies.

Figure 1.2: Number of mobile phone users worldwide from 2015 to 2019 (in billions)[39]

5

The design of an occupancy detection service has several challenges that are related to the
nature of the wireless medium and the GSM standards. These challenges are: how to capture GSM
radio signals, and how to identify the channel information in order to provide the correct services?
Facing these challenges requires an uplink receiver that captures, processes and analyzes GSM
radio signals generated by the mobile devices. In this thesis, a wireless sensor network is used as
a receiver for capturing GSM uplink signal frequencies. Moreover, our conducted measurements
also revealed the insights on the GSM communication.

1.3 Related work
Current occupancy detection approaches can be divided into two groups: image-based
methods and data-based methods. Image-based methods[40]–[43] rely on camera technology to
detect occupancy. However, installing cameras can be perceived as a privacy violation and often
represents an additional investment and running cost to a building project. Zhao et al.[44] obtained
convincing occupancy detection in offices using a Bayesian belief network, which is a probabilistic
graphical model (a type of statistical model) that represents a set of variables and their conditional
dependencies via a directed acyclic graph, together with information from e.g. WiFi, GPS location,
chair sensor, and keyboard and mouse sensor. However, some occupants may still consider these
sensor data to be intrusive. Therefore, an inexpensive and non-intrusive alternative is required for
indoor occupancy detection.
Currently, the most commonly used sensor data for occupancy detection is data from passive
infrared (PIR) sensors[45]–[49] which are installed primarily for energy efficient operation of
lighting. However, relying solely on PIR sensor data as a detection of occupancy is rather uncertain
since the sensors do not capture immobile occupants or occupants that are outside the PIR sensor's
6

field-of-view[50]. Data from indoor climate sensors already used for conventional HVAC control
seems like another basis for occupancy detection. The carbon dioxide (CO2) level in a room is an
attractive indicator as it is a direct consequence of human presence and, to some extent,
independent of whether the occupants are moving or not[50]. The disadvantage of using the CO2
mass balance equation is that it requires detailed information about the physical room conditions
(e.g. room volume, mechanical air change rate, window/door openings, occupant CO2 production,
outdoor CO2 concentration) which can be difficult to determine and vary in time, thus making it
subject to some uncertainty.
Utilizing sensor data to establish statistical models is another widely used approach[25],
[49], [51]–[55]. Data-based occupancy detection based on measurements of CO2, carbon
monoxide (CO), total volatile organic compounds (TVOC), small particles (PM2.5), acoustics,
illumination, PIR, temperature and relative humidity (RH) from an open-plan office environment
was reported in[25], [49], [55]. The disadvantage of current methods for data-based occupancy
detection is that they need prior information to work in practice. The above-mentioned methods
based on physical models (mass balance equation) require detailed a priori information about the
physical conditions of each room in the building. This type of method, therefore, needs to be set
up manually before application. The above-mentioned statistical models need extensive training
data and can therefore not be applied right after they are installed.
Thus, an alternative method to occupancy detection that overcomes the practical
disadvantage of the model-based approaches is the novel plug-and-play method presented in this
thesis to detect indoor occupancy. The proposed method was tested in long-time duration tests and
evaluated in terms of its ability to detect occupancy compared to the ground truth.

7

1.4 Contribution
The contribution of this work is the implementation of an indoor occupant detection scheme
by utilizing occupant-carried cellular devices. The proposed architecture is prototyped using
OpenBTS, GNU Radio, and software-defined radios. All of the processing, such as detection of
the energy of radio frequency from cell phones, transmission of the processed detected signal to a
fusion server, performing localization algorithm over the processed data, is done in real-time.
Therefore, significant energy savings can be achieved by operating HVAC controllers using a
feedback from sensor-based occupancy detection methods. Furthermore, the proposed system
model is applicable in any type of room shape and dimension and does not require the placement
of the sensors in each room which potentially reduces cost. Finally, these sensors do not decode
received cellular signals, so the privacy and identification of occupants are not of concern.

1.5 Thesis Organization
This section provides an explanation of each chapter of this thesis. This section helps the
reader navigate this thesis and facilitates efficiency when particular sections are needed for review
or reference.
Chapter 2 presents background information pertaining to this thesis project. Fundamental
concepts required for understanding the occupant detection scheme using indoor localization and
experimental results of this thesis project are explained.
Chapter 3 presents the hardware and software used to develop the prototype architecture and
wireless sensor networks for occupancy detection. This chapter is important because it provides
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specific information on how this project can be implemented. This chapter can also be referenced
in order to facilitate other research projects that involve similar processes.
Chapter 4 presents empirical results and details the measurements made in Kingsbury Hall.
It identifies the properties related to the proposed framework and the related assumptions. Tables
and figures are provided in this chapter in order to organize results. The analytic information
presented in this chapter proves this thesis is a contribution to science.
Chapter 5 concludes this thesis project, summarizing the results and the impact of the project.
Also presents a focus for future work on this project. This chapter is important because it provides
insight on what research needs to be conducted in order to increase the contribution of the systems
presented in this thesis project.

9

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Path loss model, Received Signal Strength (RSS), sensor network and localization method
are defined and conceptualized in this chapter. This information is presented in support of the
experimental process and the results of this thesis project. The fundamentals of wireless
communication are essential to this research. The first portion of this chapter explains basic
propagation loss in wireless communications and signal propagation. Secondly, indoor localization
is explained. Indoor localization is included to show how occupancy detection can be done by
relative location estimation. Then, wireless sensor networks are explained so that the best number
of sensors and the positioning of sensors for best results is understood. Finally, the Minimum Mean
Squared Error (MMSE) is explained. The MMSE explains how this method works for localization
problems. These processes are important because Chapter 3 uses these processes to design the
wireless sensor network.

2.1 Propagation Loss
The mobile radio channel or environment places fundamental limitations on the performance
of wireless communication systems. The transmission path between the transmitter and receiver
can vary from a simple line of sight to one that is obstructed by buildings. These obstacles cause
the wireless environment or channels to be random and unpredictable as well as complex.
Movements by transmitter or receiver obstacles also may impact the signal levels.

10

There are five basic propagation mechanisms that mainly impact mobile communication by
affecting the received power constructively or destructively[56]. These are reflection, diffraction,
scattering, shadowing and path loss. These large-scale effects have an impact on the path loss
between a transmitter and receiver.
Reflection occurs when an electromagnetic wave impinges upon an obstacle which has a
large size in comparison to the wavelength of the propagating wave. Reflection may occur from
any surface; from the surface of the earth and from buildings and walls.
Diffraction occurs when the electromagnetic wave is obstructed by a surface that has sharp
edges or irregularities. The secondary waves resulting from the obstruction are present throughout
the space and behind the obstacle. Diffraction gives rise to bending of waves around the obstacle,
even though the line of sight might not exist between the transmitter and receiver. This
phenomenon brings about a change in amplitude, phase, and polarization of the incident wave at
the point of diffraction.
Scattering occurs when the environment through which the wave travels consists of objects
which are smaller in dimension than the wavelength, and where the number of obstacles per unit
volume is large. Scattered waves are produced by rough surfaces or irregularities in the channel.
Shadowing is the variation or the uncertainty in the environment. It is a zero mean Gaussian
distributed random variable (in dBm) with standard deviation, 𝜎. Shadowing varies from building
to building and even floor to floor inside a building.
Path loss (PL) or path attenuation is the difference in power or the loss in the signal strength
due to the environment while traveling from the transmitter to the receiver. This loss of power is
due to the radio wave propagation and objects in the environment (urban or rural, vegetation and
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foliage), propagation medium (dry or moist air), the distance between the transmitter and the
receiver, and the height and location of antennas. Theoretical and measurement based propagation
models indicate that average received signal power decreases logarithmically with distance, in
both the indoors and outdoors[56]. The PL does not take antenna gains or cable losses into
consideration. PL is simply the attenuation present in the environment due to effects of free space
propagation loss, reflection, refraction, scattering, shadowing, diffraction, aperture-medium
coupling loss, and absorption. The PL is expressed as a function of the distance by using the path
loss exponent, n. The value of n depends on frequency as well as the environment and also highly
depends on the obstacles present in the path of the signal. In Equation (2.1), d0 is the reference
distance, d is the distance between the transmitter and receiver, PL(d) is the path loss at distance d
(in dBm) and n is the path-loss exponent which indicates the rate at which the path loss increases
with distance, d0 is the far-field distance.

𝑃𝐿(𝑑) ∝ (

𝑑 𝑛
)
𝑑0

(2.1)

Equation (2.1) can be written as follows where P(d) is the receiver signal strength at distance
d (in dBm), P0(d0)is the received signal strength at distance d0 (in dBm).
𝑑
𝑃(𝑑) = 𝑃0 (𝑑0 ) − 10𝑛 log ( )
𝑑0

(2.2)

In free space, n can be equal to 2 while in an environment with many obstacles, n will have
a larger value. Table 2.1 lists the typical path loss exponents in various environments as mentioned
in[56], [57].
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Table 2.1: Path loss exponents based on different environments[57]
ENVIRONMENT

PATH LOSS EXPONENT, n

Free Space

2

Urban area cellular radio

2.7 - 3.5

Shadowed urban cellular radio

3-5

In-building line of sight

1.6 - 1.8

Obstructed in-building

4-6

Obstructed in factories

2-3

As in this thesis, indoor environments are dealt with, so the effect of materials generally
present in indoors are needed to examine. Extensive surveys have been done on the probable value
of the PL exponent in various buildings to find out the relation of n with power and increasing
distance[34]. For example, signal levels greatly vary depending on whether doors are open or
closed inside a building. Partitions are of two types: hard partitions and soft partitions. Hard
partitions include parts of building structure like piping, walls, floors, windows etc. In contrast to
hard partitions, soft partitions include partitions or materials that can be moved and do not span to
the ceilings, like metallic devices, chairs, etc. The partition type also has a significant effect on n.

2.2 Indoor Localization Methods
The development of real-time locating systems has become an important add-on to many
existing location-aware systems. While GPS has solved most of the outdoor locating problems, it
fails to repeat this success indoors. A number of technologies have been used to address the indoor
tracking problem. Indoor Localization is a system to locate objects or people inside a building
using lights, radio waves, magnetic fields, acoustic signals, or other sensory information collected
by mobile devices[58]. The research of localization has become a more and more important topic
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with the popularity of ubiquitous mobile computing. In an indoor environment, many miniaturized
wireless and sensing technologies have shown giant potential in positioning applications. The
traditional indoor localization methods are:


Fingerprinting



Dead-reckoning



Triangulation

2.2.1 Fingerprinting
Fingerprinting is a Radio Frequency based scene analysis. This method has two stages i.e.
offline (training/survey) and online (query/run-time use)[59], [60]. Offline stage collects features
known as fingerprints. Online stage estimates the location by matching online measurements
against previously collected fingerprints. There are five common approaches to perform the
analysis. These are Probabilistic, k Nearest Neighbor (kNN), Neural Networks, Support Vector
Machine (SVM), and Smallest M-vertex Polygon (SMP)[61].

2.2.2 Dead-reckoning
Dead-reckoning is a device-centric and portable method less dependent on installed
infrastructure. It starts with a known initial position, then estimates displacement and direction.
Error accumulation is done over time and distance traveled. This method usually requires an
accompanying alternative error control and reduction techniques[61].
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2.2.3 Triangulation
Triangulation method is based on the geometric properties of triangles to determine location.
It requires either range and/or direction information from/to reference points. The range-based case
essentially uses the angle or distance information to estimate the location and distance
measurements mostly through radio signals and ultrasound[3], [7], [62]. Both fingerprinting and
dead-reckoning methods require an extra stage, offline stage, and alternative error control and
reduction stage respectively, so to avoid the requirement of the additional stage in this thesis, the
triangulation method was used. The next section describes more detail about the triangulation
method.

2.3 Triangulation
The need for localization has brought forward a multitude of different approaches that vary
depending on the type of information to be extracted from the signal and the environment. Based
on signal metrics, the most popular and prevalent methods are[63], [64]:


Angle of Arrival (AoA) (triangulation)



Time of Arrival (ToA) (trilateration)



Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA)



Received Signal Strength (RSS)
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2.3.1 Angle of Arrival (AoA)
AoA determines the position of the user by measuring the angle at which the signal arrives
at the receiver from the transmitter[34], [65]. Directional antennas have the capability to record
the angle of arrival. However, this method is highly prone to multipath fading and requires a Line
of Sight (LOS) with the receiver, which cannot be ensured in indoor environments. AoA is
inconvenient because it involves geometric relationships that are used to locate the intersection of
two lines.

2.3.2 Time of Arrival (ToA)
ToA measures the exact distance by using the travel time of the signal from the transmitter
to the receiver. ToA systems are based on the precise measurements of the arrival time of a signal
transmitted from a mobile device to several receiving sensors. Signals travel with a known velocity
which is equal to the speed of light. ToA uses the equation Distance = Time x Speed to determine
the location of Distance[34]. ToA requires precise knowledge of the transmission start time and
must ensure that all receiving sensors are accurately synchronized with a precise time source. The
amount of time required for a message from station X to arrive at receiving sensors A, B and C are
recorded. Given a known velocity (the velocity of light), the distance can be calculated
respectively. ToA is inconvenient and difficult because it involves absolute synchronization of the
transmitter and the receiver which is often not possible.

2.3.3 Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA)
TDoA is similar to the ToA as both belong to the trilateration group which involves the
intersection of the radii of the circles. ToA requires the synchronization of the transmitters and
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receivers while TDoA requires the synchronization of the receivers. TDoA technique uses the
relative measurements of time at each receiving sensor. The TDoA is calculated between the
locations of sensors B and A as the positive constant k. The value of the TDoA between B and A
can be used to construct a hyperbola with the foci at the receiving sensors A and B. The hyperbola
represents all points on the x-y plane and the distance difference between the foci is k(c) meters.
The unknown node lies along the hyperbola.

2.3.4 Received Signal Strength (RSS)
RSS is the relative signal strength at the receiver. The higher the RSS, the stronger the signal.
Sensors or receivers deployed throughout an area of interest can sense the signal strength from a
transmitter[66]. From this RSS[66], and signal path loss the distance between the unknown node
and the sensor can be estimated. In this thesis, the RSS method has been used for localization.
A minimum of three sensors is always required for triangulation or trilateration with respect
to RSS based methods. Popular localization methods include MLE (Maximum Likelihood
Estimation), MMSE, PML (Probability Based Maximum Likelihood), and EPML (Enhanced
PML).
As an example of the system that is considered in this thesis, Figure 2.1 shows the considered
scenario and the process of estimation of location. The cell phones are the position which is tried
to estimate, and the triangles are the receivers or sensors. Now the question that arises is how an
existing infrastructure can be used for indoor localization.
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Figure 2.1: The scenario
The main objective in localization is to use the received signal metrics, such as time and
signal strength, to estimate the true distance between the receiver and each of the transmitters. The
triangulation assumes the sensors to be the centers of circles and the distance between the receiver
and transmitter to be the respective radii of the circle. The location is then estimated by determining
the point at which all the circles intersect with each other as shown in Figure 2.2. In Figure 2.2 the
transmitter positions are marked as A, B, C respectively. Thus, in the simplest form, the
triangulation method needs at least three sensors. Once all the distances between the receiver and
the transmitters are determined, the triangulation method can be used on them to determine the
location of the unknown node (𝑥̂,𝑦̂). The location of the unknown node would then be the
intersection of the circles.
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Figure 2.2: Simple Triangulation based on distance measurements between the receiver
and transmitter
This simple concept of triangulation has a very basic prerequisite that would only work if the
distance measurements are perfect. In other words, all the circles have to coincide or intersect at a
single unique point. The distance between the receiver and the transmitter can be determined by
the distance equation. Let (X, Y) be the receiver location. Let (xi, yi) be the transmitter locations
where i = 1, 2, 3...N and N is the total number of transmitters present. The distance between the
receiver and each transmitter can be given by the Euclidean distance equation (2.3).
𝐷𝑖 = √(𝑋 − 𝑥𝑖 )2 + (𝑌 − 𝑦𝑖 )2
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(2.3)

If there had been no shadowing and no variations in the environment, it would have been
very easy to come up with a situation like Figure 2.2 where all the circles would have a common
intersection point or a region of intersection such that the unknown point is inside the area of
intersection. But in reality, wireless channels have multipath and shadowing. As a result, the region
in which the unknown point might be present is larger. It is near impossible to determine or predict
the area or region of overlap of the circles and thus it becomes very difficult to estimate the location
of the unknown point in the indoor environment.
In Figure 2.3 the brown patched area corresponds to the region of overlap when there is no
shadowing, while the green area corresponds to the region of overlap when shadowing is involved.
Thus it can be easily said that shadowing increases the area of the region of overlap and makes
localization a challenge. Essentially, a person’s location is tried to determine based on the signal
strength received at the sensors marked as A, B, and C. By sensors, it is referred to antennas
connected with software defined radios used to receive the signal strength from the unknown nodes
(cell phones location).
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Figure 2.3: The comparison of area of overlap with and without shadowing

2.4 Signal Metrics
The RSS method is based on the fact that the received signal decreases as the distance
between the transmitter and receiver increases. Thus, by establishing a relationship or a rate at
which the energy decreases, one can easily determine the distance between the transmitter and
receiver with the knowledge of the received signal strength.
The log-distance path loss model, as shown in Equation (2.1) and Equation (2.2) indicates
that the received signal strength decreases logarithmically with distance, in both outdoor and
indoor environments. The relation between the path loss and the received signal strength can
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simply be described as Pr = {Pt - PL} dBm, where Pr is the received signal power, and Pt is the
transmitted signal power. The average received signal strength for an arbitrary separation between
the transmitter and receiver, d can be expressed as a function of distance by using a path loss
exponent, n[56].
Another inevitable and unavoidable environment variation factor is shadowing. In more
precise terms, shadowing is the log-normal distribution that describes the randomness which
occurs over a large number of measurement locations which have the same transmitter-receiver
separation but have different levels of clutter on the propagation path. This is referred to as lognormal shadowing. Log-normal shadowing implies that measured signals have a Gaussian
distribution about the distance-dependent mean where the measured signals have values in dBm
units
It is possible to find a value of d based on knowledge of the other parameters. But a major
problem with RSS is that the power attenuation with increasing distance is not monotonically
decreasing. Issues like multipath and shadowing have an effect on the received signal strength. In
environments that have various obstacles, there is more randomness which affects the calculation
of d on the basis of received signal strength. As a result, Equation (2.2) changes to,
𝑑
𝑃(𝑑) = 𝑃0 (𝑑0 ) − 10𝑛 log ( ) + 𝑋𝜎
𝑑0

(2.4)

Where, 𝑋𝜎 is the zero mean Gaussian random variable with standard deviation, 𝜎 (dBm).
When plotted on a log-log scale, the modeled path loss is a straight line with a slope equal to 10n
dBm per decade.
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2.5 Sensor Network
The number of sensors impacts the performance of the localization method[34]. In this
section, the best number of sensors and the pattern in which the sensors should be set for best
results are going to be discussed.
Localization methods either use all of the sensors to locate an unknown node or use a subset
of sensors which yield the highest RSS. The basic logic behind the localization method is, if the
received signal strength is higher, it would mean that the sensor is nearer to the unknown node in
comparison to some other sensor, which results in lower RSS. Shadowing is log-normal in nature.
The shadowing often results in a higher RSS for a farther sensor or vice versa[34]. That would
result in the estimated point moving away from the actual point instead of estimating it better. As
a result, it is required to find out the number of sensors that proves to be good for minimum errors
in an indoor environment.
To understand the effect of the number of sensors on localization performance, different
positions and numbers of sensors were considered for locating an unknown node. To fulfill the
triangulation method, first, there had to be at least 3 sensors. Second, the sensors could not be in a
line because that would not fulfill the triangulation condition. For the experiment, the sensors were
always considered to be pre-deployed and their locations were already known.
In [34]–[36] Ranita Bera et al. describe the method of deploying the sensors to result in a
minimum error in indoor localization. There is a significant effect of a) using various numbers of
sensors, b) the distance between the sensors and c) the area lying enclosed by the sensors. The test
bed was a 100 X 100 meters region divided into a 4 X 4 grid. As a result, each grid width was
33.33 X 33.33 meters as shown in Figure 2.4. More sensors do not necessarily produce better
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results rather the excess sensors actually move the estimated point from the actual location of the
unknown point. Therefore, the positioning of sensors is more important than the number of sensors.

Figure 2.4: Position of sensors
Figure 2.4 shows the four sensors in a square formation that results in the least error in
localization[35], [36]. The dots show the location of the unknown nodes. The red stars are the
sensors being used for localization while the black triangles represent the remaining sensors that
could have been chosen. The four sensors bounded the unknown nodes uniformly which resulted
in a uniform low error in localization. Additionally, four sensors placed in a rectangular or square
formation was a more feasible scenario than a triangular formation[34]. It is common
understanding and knowledge that the centroid region, where the circles of content intersect, has
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the least error. As a result, based on the literature review, it can be concluded that sensors bounding
a rectangular or square region serves the best.

2.6 Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
Mean Square Error (MSE) is a way of quantifying the difference between values implied by
an estimator and the actual value of the quantity being estimated. Mean square error measures the
average of the squares of the errors involved in the variables between the value implied by the
estimator and the actual value that is being estimated. Suppose, let (x0,y0) be the coordinate of the
unknown node and (𝑥̂, 𝑦̂) is the estimated coordinates of the unknown node in totally m times
estimations. The MSE is as follows:
𝑚

1
2
2
𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
∑(𝑥0 − 𝑥̂0,𝑗 ) + (𝑦0 − 𝑦̂0,𝑗 )
𝑚

(2.5)

𝑗=1

Now, minimizing the mean square error would mean that the error is minimum and the
estimated point nearest to the actual point. This is known as the MMSE estimate.
In [67], Yung-Fa Huang et al. describe the method of MMSE based localization. The RSS at
the receiver is attenuated with the distance in wireless communication channels. Moreover, the
shadowing effect will ﬂuctuate the RSS with a log-normal distribution. Thus, the RSS at the
receiver can be obtained by equation (2.6) where Pr(d) is the received power at an arbitrary
distance, d and Pt is the transmitted power. Gt is the transmitter antenna gain and Gr is the receiver
antenna gain. Again, 𝜆 is the wavelength; d is the distance between the transmitter and receiver
and n is the path loss exponent[68]. The shadow fading, L is assumed to be the log-normal
distribution model.
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𝑃𝑡 𝐺𝑡 𝐺𝑟 𝜆2
𝑃𝑟 (𝑑) =
(4𝜋)2 𝑑𝑛 𝐿

(2.6)

After obtaining the power of RSS, Pr in the unknown node, the estimated distance can be
calculated by the following equation (2.7). Where, the transmitter antenna gain, Gt and receiver
antenna gain, Gr both is set to 1.
2⁄
𝑛

𝜆
𝑑= ( )
4𝜋

1⁄
𝑛

𝑃𝑡
.( )
𝑃𝑟

(2.7)

After the minimum three distance is obtained, the location of the unknown node is further
estimated by the MMSE method[64], [69]. To construct the MMSE method for localization
problems, the estimation error equation is formulated for the unknown node (x0,y0) by
𝑒𝑛 (𝑥0 , 𝑦0 ) = 𝑑𝑛 − √(𝑥𝑛 − 𝑥0 )2 + (𝑦𝑛 − 𝑦0 )2

(2.8)

Where x0 and y0 are the coordinates of the unknown node to be estimated, xn and yn are the
known coordinates of the nth reference node, 𝑑𝑛 is the estimated distance for the distance between
the nth reference nodes and the unknown node. When the number of reference nodes is N, the
index n would be 1, 2, ..., N. There are N simultaneous equations in (2.8).
To minimize the estimation errors, let 𝑒𝑛 (𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛 ) = 0. Then through mathematical
operations in (2.8), the (N-1) simultaneous equations are obtained by
2
𝑑𝑛2 − 𝑥𝑛2 − 𝑦𝑛2 − (𝑑𝑁
− 𝑥𝑁2 − 𝑦𝑁2 ) = 2(𝑥𝑁 − 𝑥𝑛 ). 𝑥0 + 2(𝑦𝑁 − 𝑦𝑛 ). 𝑦0

(2.9)

By vector form, equation (2.9) can be rewritten as follows:
𝒘 = 𝑿𝒃
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(2.10)

Where
2(𝑥𝑁 − 𝑥1 )
2(𝑦𝑁 − 𝑦1 )
⋮
⋮
2(𝑦𝑁 − 𝑦𝑛 )
𝑿 = 2(𝑥𝑁 − 𝑥𝑛 )
⋮
⋮
[2(𝑥𝑁 − 𝑥𝑁−1 ) 2(𝑦𝑁 − 𝑦𝑁−1 )]

(2.11)

2
𝑑12 − 𝑥12 − 𝑦12 − (𝑑𝑁
− 𝑥𝑁2 − 𝑦𝑁2 )
⋮
2
𝒘=
𝑑𝑛2 − 𝑥𝑛2 − 𝑦𝑛2 − (𝑑𝑁
− 𝑥𝑁2 − 𝑦𝑁2 )
⋮
2
2
2
2
− 𝑥𝑁−1
− 𝑦𝑁−1
− (𝑑𝑁
− 𝑥𝑁2 − 𝑦𝑁2 )]
[𝑑𝑁−1

(2.12)

And
𝑥0
𝒃 = [𝑦 ]
0

(2.13)

respectively. Using the Least Square (LS) method, the estimated coordinates of the unknown
node is obtained by
̂ = [𝑥̂0 ] = (𝑿𝑇 𝑿)−1 . 𝑿𝑇 𝒘
𝒃
𝑦̂0

(2.14)

Thus the performance of localization can be investigated by mean square error mentioned in
equation (2.5).
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CHAPTER 3
PROTOTYPE ARCHITECTURE AND SENSOR NETWORK
The contribution of this work is to present an indoor occupancy detection technique using
wireless sensor networks. The modeled infrastructure comprised of both hardware and software
element enables the wireless sensor network system to detect the RF energy from cellular devices.
This feature makes the system highly desirable for real-time applications.
In order to fully evaluate the performance capabilities of the sensor network in indoor
occupancy detection, the framework was implemented using OpenBTS, GNU Radio, and
software-defined radios. This chapter presents the software and hardware used in the execution of
this thesis project.
The implementation process of the proposed prototyped architecture is very important to the
outcome of this thesis project because the occupancy detection method is tested in a real-world
application. Thus, in order to run the simulations, it is extremely important to build and install the
system model precisely. The following chapter also covers each step of the software installation
process to run the proposed system.

3.1 System Overview
In this project, RF energy from occupants carried cellular devices to a base station is captured
by sensors installed at known locations around a building. In our current framework, the receiver
continuously scanned uplink channels of GSM band to check the presence of the signal from the
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user. Each time a sensor detects a signal, information about the received power, time and channel
of reception, and sensor number was sent to a fusion server. After the detection of RF energy,
localization was performed using RSS and sensor information by the server. The server monitored
the time and channel stamps of each entry from multiple sensors and matched entries with nearidentical time and channel stamps. When three or more entries with near-identical time and channel
stamps were matched then the information of those matched entries was fed into the localization
algorithm, which estimates the occupant location. This collection occurs continuously, and as
multiple occupant locations were collected and updated in the server, an estimate for room
occupancy is made. Figure 3.1 illustrates how the cellular signals from occupants were captured
by sensors around a building, then the sensors sent data to a fusion server, and the fusion server
estimated occupancy from this information.
Ideally, the sensor must continuously detect and capture the RF energy of every nearby
cellular device on every possible cellular channel. Sensors must be chosen or designed such that
as many cellular channels can be monitored simultaneously as possible.
In the United States, cellular devices use the 700MHz, 750MHz, 800MHz, 850MHz,
1700MHz, 1900MHz, and 2100MHz bands. The bandwidth of each of these bands varies but is as
high as 108MHz[38]. Each band is divided into multiple channels, each with a fixed bandwidth.
Monitoring every band simultaneously with a single receiver would require an infeasible sampling
rate with current technology. Realistically, multiple receivers monitoring each band, or a single
receiver constantly sweeping over all bands are possible solutions. A single receiver constantly
sweeping over all bands is a less expensive solution, however, this solution may miss the signal of
a cellular device on one band while monitoring another, and therefore may underestimate
occupancy. For our testbed, the search is restricted to a single band for proof-of-concept.
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Figure 3.1: System Schematic
The remainder of this section includes details on hardware and software used in our testbed
platform.

3.2 Hardware
For this project, an Ettus Research USRP (Universal Software Radio Peripheral) B200
software defined radio board was chosen as a BTS as well as a receiver (sensor). This model has
RF coverage from 70MHz to 6GHz, therefore covering all cellular bands. It can handle an
instantaneous bandwidth of 56MHz, which is adequate for most cellular bands (but not all). It is
powered over USB and transfers data to an associated compact and efficient host computer using
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the USB 3.0 standard. This board also contains a Xilinx Spartan 6 XC6SLX75 FPGA, which can
be programmed to perform signal processing on the received signal[70]. The USRP B200 is
equipped with an Ettus VERT900 antenna, designed for use in 824-960MHz and 1710-1990MHz
frequencies, thereby covering the majority of cellular (GSM) bands. A software defined radio
(SDR) was chosen due to the ability to reprogram the device; a production system would be lower
cost and designed specifically for this sensing application.

Figure 3.2: Intel NUC (Left) and Ettus VERT900 antenna connected with Ettus B200 (Right)
In addition to the receiver, the sensor must process the received signal, record the power,
time and frequency of this signal, and send this information to a fusion server. While much of this
will eventually be handled by an FPGA, a host computer connected to the USRP B200 currently
handles the signal processing. The Intel NUC D54250WYKH was chosen for its small size, low
power usage, processing power, and USB 3.0 capability. Figure 3.2 shows the VERT900 antenna
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connected with USRP B200 paired with Intel NUC. This computer has a core i5 dual-core
processor with turbo capability to achieve 2.6 GHz, 8GHz RAM, a 128GB SSD, and a WiFi
adapter. The computer runs Ubuntu Linux, and controls the USRP B200 and processes the
incoming signal using MATLAB. However, GNU radio can be a cheap alternative for such kind
of application. The detected cellular signal power, time, and channel information were sent over
an SSH/TCP/IP connection to the fusion server. From the server side, the collected data was
analyzed using Python and stored in a database.
For testing purpose, our mobile network was modeled with the help of Open Source GSM
Infrastructure (OpenBTS) implemented with a USRP B200 board which is equipped with two
VERT900 antennas, one for transmitting GSM downlink frequencies and another for receiving
GSM uplink frequencies, and customized Super SIM. OpenBTS is a C++ application that
implements the GSM stack. The combination of OpenBTS and software-defined radios change the
way of thinking about mobile networks and allowing the construction of complex radio networks
purely in software.

3.3 Software
The important step in determining the location of the cell phones is the detection of the
uplink signal transmitted to a base transceiver station (BTS) and process the detected signal
accordingly to perform localization using RSS, the channel of reception, detection time and sensor
information. For this project, MATLAB is used to process the detected signal and send the
processed signal to the fusion server over a TCP connection.
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Figure 3.3: Signal processing technique flowchart performed by each sensor
In Figure 3.3 the main processing steps of RSS detection and extraction of detected
information is illustrated. The whole processing is performed in MATLAB from the sensor side.
Initially, the sampled I/Q data comes from USRP B200 board. Then Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
is performed over the sampled data, from which power spectral density (PSD) is calculated. After
that, the maximum PSD is compared with a threshold, environmental noise level, to decide the
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presence of RSS. Finally, the PSD and corresponding channel of reception, detection time and
sensor information were sent to the fusion server over an SSH/TCP/IP connection.
The fusion server was received the detected cellular signal information from each sensor.
The data was received over a TCP/IP connection as a string, which is then parsed and stored in a
database. Python is used to analyze the processed data and stored in a database for localization. In
the server, the entries were matched with near-identical time and channel stamps by depending on
the time and channel stamps of each entry. At least three entries with near-identical time and
channel stamps are required to match, to feed the received power and sensor information into the
MMSE based indoor localization algorithm. MATLAB is used to investigate the MSE
performance of the localization. Thus a location estimation can be made. As each cellular device
may communicate with a cellular BTS periodically, duplicate occupant entries may occur; this
must be accounted for using a statistical model. Figure 3.4 illustrates the databases and functions
of the server as a schematic.
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Figure 3.4: Fusion Server Schematic
The following section demonstrates each step of the software installation process to run the
proposed prototype architecture.

3.4 OpenBTS Installation
This section explains the building and installing of software and dependencies followed to
develop the proposed framework. In order to efficiently rebuild this system, it is important that
each mentioned version of the software is present during the installation process.
Several prerequisites are required before the system will be capable of building, installing,
and running OpenBTS. Due to the compatibility issue, special care is required to select the
appropriate version of the operating system (OS) and Open-source toolchain. USRP Hardware
Driver (UHD) is fully supported on Linux, using the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) and should
work on most major Linux distributions.
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Although OpenBTS implements most of the complexity involved in building a mobile
network in software, radio waves must still be transmitted and received somehow. Below are the
hardware/software components required to procure implementing this capability in a development
setting.


Linux Desktop/Server



Software Defined Radio



Antennas



Test Phones



Test SIMs (Subscriber Identification Module )



Smart Card Writer

Ubuntu 16.04.4
Installation

Connecting the
USRP

Additional UHD
Utilities

Updating and
Installing
Dependencies

Building and
Installing UHD
from source code

Configuring
USB

Building and
installing GNU
Radio from
source code

Thread priority
scheduling

Verifying the
Operation of the
USRP Using
UHD and GNU
Radio

Figure 3.5: Prerequisites required for building, installing, and running OpenBTS
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Figure 3.5 shows the steps required to follow to make the system prepare for building,
installing, and running OpenBTS. Furthermore, Appendix A presents a step by step in detail
procedure for installing the required prerequisite software and applications to develop the
OpenBTS system. Ubuntu Desktop 16.04.4 LTS is required as the operating system. After
installing the dependencies, the UHD and GNU radio should install from source code. Finally, it
is required to verify the operation of USRP using UHD and GNU Radio. The following section
describes the in detail installation process of OpenBTS.

3.4.1 Building, Installing and Running OpenBTS
The installation of a single instance of OpenBTS on a single computer with a single radio is
described here. A complete installation of OpenBTS comprises the following components:


OpenBTS itself: This is the GSM implementation from the Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) part of Layer 1 up through Layer 3 and the Layer3/Layer 4 boundary.



Transceiver: This is the software radio modem, implementing the lower part of Layer 1.
OpenBTS starts the transceiver automatically.



A SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) PBX (Private Branch Exchange) or softswitch
(Asterisk): This component connects speech calls. This is not packaged with OpenBTS.



Sipauthserver: This is the SIP registration and authorization server, used to process
location updating requests from OpenBTS and perform corresponding updates in the
subscriber registry database.
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Smqueue: This is the store-and-forward text messaging server. It needs to be started
independently of OpenBTS. Smqueue is not required in installations that do not support
text messaging.

In Figure 3.6 black links are the network connections (SIP), red links are the file system
connections and the blue link is the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) (network/local DB
lookups) [71].

Figure 3.6: OpenBTS system connections
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Figure 3.7: Required steps for building, installing, and running OpenBTS
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Figure 3.7 shows the steps required to follow for building, installing, and running OpenBTS.
Furthermore, Appendix B presents a step by step in detail procedure for installing the software and
applications to develop the OpenBTS system. Before installing the Git, the system needs to be
updated. After that, the source code of OpenBTS is downloaded. Before building OpenBTS, the
desired branch or tag for compilation need to be chosen. After installing the required libraries, the
OpenBTS should be ready to install from source code. Finally, it is required to build and install/
configure the Sipauthserve, Smqueue, and Asterisk.

3.4.2 Testing Radio Frequency Environment Factors
This section will guide to verify the uplink. In a GSM network, two separate radio
frequencies are used, so that the BTS and handsets can communicate simultaneously in both
directions. GSM uses Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) to establish full duplex
communication. The selected ARFCN determines which pair of frequencies will be used. The path
from the BTS to the handset is known as the downlink and the path from the handset back to the
BTS is known as the uplink.
To get the best performance it is required to ensure the cell has good uplink/downlink
(UL/DL) balance. More specifically, it should not be UL- or DL-limited. OpenBTS has several
parameters for this purpose and that should be tuned for specific hardware.
After installation of OpenBTS following the steps mentioned in Appendix B, the next thing
to look out for when setting up a new network is excess radio interference or noise from other
sources on the uplink. If the uplink is too noisy, the signals from handsets cannot reliably be
demodulated into usable information. OpenBTS shows the current level of noise by using the
noise command. The following procedure requires a working OpenBTS setup with at least one
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handset connected. Run the noise command in the OpenBTSCLI several times to get the worst
value (largest) for the noise Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) of the setup. It should be
a negative value.

OpenBTS> noise
noise RSSI is -79 dB wrt full scale
MS RSSI target is -50 dB wrt full scale
INFO: the current noise level is acceptable.

In this example, the detected environmental noise RSSI is –79 dB (lower numbers are better
and mean less noise is present) and the configured target RSSI level for handsets is –50 dB. This
means that the BTS can, at best, receive 29 dB more energy from the handsets than the
environmental noise. A very good margin meaning uplink reception issues due to noise should not
be a problem.
Smaller margins between these two numbers will produce different informational messages.
For example, having a margin of 10 dB or less will report:

WARNING: the current noise level is approaching the MS RSSI target, uplink connectivity will be
extremely limited.

A margin of zero or less will report:

WARNING: the current noise level exceeds the MS RSSI target, uplink connectivity will be
impossible.

If either of these warning messages is reported, necessary action will be needed to take by
reducing uplink noise and/or increasing the handset transmit power. Furthermore, if the handset
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can detect the downlink signal but can no longer connect then noise should be the first thing to
check.
To get the required RSSI level which means BTS can receive a cell phone signal without
errors, 6-8 dB has to be added to the noise RSSI value. This is called target RSSI in OpenBTS and
is set with GSM.Radio.RSSITarget value in the config . If noise RSSI is -79dB, then set the target
RSSI to -50dB:

OpenBTS> config GSM.Radio.RSSITarget -50

3.4.2.1 Reducing Noise
If the base station radio setup does not include a frequency duplexer, the number one source
of noise on the uplink can actually be the downlink signal. Without proper duplexing to filter it
out, the downlink signal is usually the closest energy source to the uplink both physically and by
frequency. Even without a duplexer, there are ways to reduce noise on the uplink.

3.4.2.1.1 Antenna alignment
A quick duplexer of sorts is simply aligning the antennas so that they do not readily feed into
each other. If rubber duck style antennas are used, tilt them to form a 90-degree angle. Thus the
radiation pattern for these antennas will then be perpendicular as shown in Figure 3.8.

If the antennas are parallel to each other, the signal can efficiently flow from the transmit
antenna to the receive antenna, but when the antennas form a 90-degree angle, the signal is being
transmitted on a different plane than it is being received on. The change of noise level can be
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observed by running the noise command before and after the adjustment. This simple adjustment
can reduce noise by as much as 10 dB.

Figure 3.8: Antenna alignment
3.4.2.1.2 Downlink transmission power
The alignment step above reduced the flow of energy from the transmit antenna to the receive
antenna. This received energy may still be too high for the uplink to be usable. Decreasing the
downlink transmission power will further clean up the uplink. The coverage area lost by decreasing
the downlink power is not significant in a lab environment. Cleaner signals are preferable to strong
ones. To see the current level, run the power command with no arguments. The power is reported
in decibels of attenuation:

OpenBTS> power
current downlink power -10 dB wrt full scale
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To decrease the downlink transmission power, for example by 20 dB, enter the following:

OpenBTS> power 20
current downlink power -20 dB wrt full scale

The downlink is now transmitting with 20 dB less power. To observe the improvement, run
the noise command. If anyone wants to limit the radius of the BTS it is better to do so by
decreasing the BTS transmit power i.e. by increasing attenuation with the power command.

3.4.2.2 Boosting Handset Power

Handsets can also be told to use more power by adjusting the GSM.Radio.RSSITarget and
GSM.Radio.SNRTarget keys. Although, the default values for these keys should be sufficient in
most situations. However, if large fluctuations in received power are encountered, it may be
necessary to increase these values to provide a larger buffer in allowable power differences.
Boosting the power for all handsets will drain their batteries more rapidly but uplink signals will
be more reliable. There are always trade-offs.
Finally, if the noise level is still too high then it is recommended to change the ARFCN to a
less noisy one.

3.4.3 Making Connection
This section describes how to enter the identity parameters for the handset to connect to the
network after both the downlink and uplink have been verified. To make sure all settings have
been applied, it is required to restart OpenBTS.
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The only step left before actually connecting to the test network is to find and enter the
handset’s identity parameters so it will be accepted onto the network.

3.4.3.1 Finding the IMSI
International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) is the main identity parameter to be searched
for. This is a 14 - 15 digit number stored in the SIM card and is analogous to the handset’s username
on the network.
Handsets will not usually divulge the IMSI of their SIM card. It can sometimes be located in
a menu or through a field test mode, but this method of determining a SIM’s IMSI is very
cumbersome to explain. Luckily, OpenBTS knows the IMSIs it has interacted with.
To force an interaction between a handset and the test network, a location update request
(LUR) operation on the network will be performed, which is analogous to a registration. This is
nothing more complicated than selecting the network from the carrier selection list.
Before attempting any LURs, the sipauthserve daemon which is responsible for processing
these requests is needed to start (if not running).
Now, again following the steps in Searching for the Network section, bring up the carrier
selection list and choose the test network. After a short time, the handset should report a
registration failure.
It may also receive an SMS (Short Message Service) from the test network indicating that
registration has failed. This message automatically includes the IMSI, thus skip to Adding a
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Subscriber section. However, this feature does not work on all hardware so continue on, if an SMS
was not received.
OpenBTS remembers these LUR interactions in order to perform IMSI/Temporary Mobile
Subscriber Identity (TMSI) exchanges. IMSI/TMSI exchanges swap the user-identifiable IMSI for
a TMSI and are used to increase user privacy on the network. The exchanges are disabled by
default (modify Control.LUR.SendTMSIs to enable); however, the information is still there to
inspect using the tmsis command. To view all recent LUR interactions with handsets, run the
tmsis command:

OpenBTS> tmsis
IMSI
901990000000018
001010000000002
001010000000003

TMSI
-

IMEI
012546629231850
351771054186520
351771053005400

AUTH
0
1
1

CREATED
78s
80h
80h

ACCESSED
78s
95s
108s

TMSI_ASSIGNED
0
0
0

Entries are sorted by time, with the top entries corresponding to the most recent interactions.
The recent handset should be the top entry on this list. The most recent interaction with AUTH set
to 0 because the LUR failed due to the handset not being a known subscriber. The other entries in
this example are additional test handsets that have successfully performed a LUR as indicated by
the AUTH column being set to 1.

3.4.3.2 Finding the IMEI
In a busy environment, it can be difficult to ascertain which handset hardware corresponds
to which entry on this list. To match an IMSI to a specific piece of hardware the International
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Mobile Equipment Identifier (IMEI) can be used. It is the unique identifier given to the handset’s
physical radio hardware, analogous to a MAC (Media Access Control) address on an Ethernet
interface.
A handset’s IMSI is usually printed under its battery cover or somewhere very near the SIM
itself. On many handsets, the IMEI can also be accessed by dialing *#06# on the keypad.
The IMEI value is typically only used for reporting and detecting stolen hardware in
production environments. Here it serves as a convenient way to determine which SIM is in which
handset. The final digit of the IMEI may not match what OpenBTS displays. It is a check digit and
is shown as a zero in OpenBTS.

3.4.3.3 Adding a Subscriber
To create a new subscriber account on the test network, a couple of fields are still needed but
are freely selectable. These are Name and Mobile Station International Subscriber Directory
Number (MSISDN). The Name field is merely a name for this subscriber to remember which
handset or which person it is associated with. The MSISDN field is nothing more complicated than
the subscriber’s phone number. This can be any number as long as not connected to the public
telephone network.
The program for adding subscribers is nmcli.py . It is a simple client for the NodeManager
APIs and allows to change configuration parameters such as add subscribers, monitor activity etc.
nmcli.py is already present in the development directory. To access the file, required to move
to dev/NodeManager directory:
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There are two ways to add a subscriber using nmcli.py . The first creates a subscriber that
will use cached authentication:

$ ./nmcli.py sipauthserve subscribers create name imsi msisdn

The second creates a subscriber that will use full authentication:

$ ./nmcli.py sipauthserve subscribers create name imsi msisdn ki

If a spare SIM is used by another provider, in that case, it is not possible to access the secret
key, Ki which is stored in the SIM so use the first invocation style. If a programmed SIM is used,
Ki will be known, in that case, use the second invocation style of nmcli.py .
In this example, a programmed SIM is used in a “BLU” cell phone and assigned 0000001
number.

$ ./nmcli.py sipauthserve subscribers create "BLU" IMSI901990000000018 \ 0000001
raw request: {"command":"subscribers","action":"create","fields":
"name":"BLU","imsi":"IMSI901990000000018","msisdn":"0000001","ki":""}}
raw response: {
"code" : 200,
"data" : "both ok"
}
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3.4.3.4 Connecting
Now when the test network is selected in the connection menu, the LUR should succeed.
This can be confirmed with the tmsis command in OpenBTS. The AUTH column will now have
a “1” in the entry corresponding to the IMSI. This verifies the successful registration to the own
private mobile network.

OpenBTS> tmsis
IMSI
901990000000018
001010000000002
001010000000003

TMSI
-

IMEI
012546629231850
351771054186520
351771053005400

AUTH
1
1
1

CREATED
11m
80h
80h

ACCESSED
56s
8m
9m

TMSI_ASSIGNED
0
0
0

At this stage, the handset has access to the network, it is ready to perform some tests.
Appendix C presents a step by step in detail procedure for testing of messaging and calling
capability of the network.

3.4.3.5 Measuring Link Quality
The chans command is a handy tool available on the OpenBTS CLI. This tool can be used
to objectively quantify link quality instead of basing it on user perception. An active call is needed
to see anything useful with this command. The active channel is used to estimate link quality
between the mobile and the BTS and to tune receiver (Rx) gain and transmitter (Tx) attenuation.
In this example, a call was placed to the 2602 test tone extension and after 33 seconds
(indicated in the “Time” column) the chans command was executed. The handset was moved
approximately 20 meters farther away from the radio being used and another sample with the
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chans command was taken. There are a lot of fields and all of these are very useful. For now, the
focused fields are signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), TXPWR, RXLEV_DL, and FER.

OpenBTS> chans
CN TN chan transaction Signal SNR FER TA TXPWR RXLEV_DL BER_DL Time IMSI
type id
dB
pct sym dBm
dBm
pct
0 1
TCH/F T103
60
65.1 0.00 -0.9
5
-48
0.00
0:33 4600...
^^^^^^^
Good UL quality
OpenBTS> chans
CN TN chan transaction Signal SNR FER TA
TXPWR RXLEV_DL BER_DL Time IMSI
type
id
dB
pct sym dBm
dBm
pct
0
1
TCH/F T103
22
35.4 13.00 -0.9 9
-87
0.00
4:32 4600...
^^^^^^^
Bad UL quality

In both readings, there is a single active channel. The SNR column represents the SNR of the
uplink as measured by the BTS; higher is better. As the handset is moved away, this number
upgrades. TXPWR column represents the uplink transmit power that the handset reported. In the
second reading, this number has jumped from 5 to 9 dBm, meaning the handset used more power
to transmit the signal to the BTS. This would explain why there was a change in SNR measured at
the BTS.
The network independently instructs the handsets to transmit with different power levels
depending on how well the BTS receives their uplink signal. This is so all signals are received at
the BTS with about the same strength, making it easier to demodulate.
BTS, however, use the same transmission power on the downlink for all handsets. This can
be observed in the RXLEV_DL column. This column represents the downlink signal level that the
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handset reported. In the second reading, this number has gone down from –48 dBm to –87 dBm
as the handset moves farther away from the BTS. It is receiving the downlink signal with less
strength because it is now farther away.
The power control is implemented for both the uplink direction (the power used by the MS
for transmission) and the downlink direction (the power used by the BTS for transmission). For
the uplink, the Base Station Controller (BSC) calculates the power to be used by the MS and sends
this to the BTS. The BTS then sends this information to the MS in the Slow Associated Control
Channel (SACCH) header. Two key parameters are signaled to the MS in the SACCH messages,
namely “ordered MS power level” and “ordered timing advance”. For the downlink, the BSC
calculates the power to be used by the BTS and sends it to the latter. The BTS then uses this power
value for transmission to the MS[72].
The uplink and downlink power control applies for each dedicated channel and depends upon
the power requirements based on the distance between the BTS and the MS and the air interface
conditions. Further, as an implementation option, the BSC can send power-related parameters to
the BTS whereby the latter can autonomously implement the uplink and downlink power control
logic locally.
rxgain adjustment is required to provide good reception at the edge of the BTS reception
area, while at the same time avoiding saturation. The easiest way to estimate reception quality is
to use FER value at the chans CLI command output. Zero FER means good reception, non-zero
FER means errors on uplink channel[73]. A complete listing of these fields can be retrieved by
running help chans command.
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In this stage, a full working framework has established that can able to perform messaging
and calling.

3.5 Sensor Configuration
For this project, MATLAB is used in every sensor to process the detected signal (I/Q data
from USRP B200) from the cell phone and send the processed signal to fusion server over a TCP/IP
connection. It is possible to design and prototype software-defined radio (SDR) systems using
USRP with MATLAB. With this support package from Communications Toolbox and a USRP
radio, practical SDR systems can be designed and verified. MATLAB Support Package for USRP
Radio includes:


Use of USRP as a standalone peripheral for live RF data I/O, including functions and
system objects for connecting MATLAB to UHD-based USRP radios.

Before installing MATLAB, it is required to install the prerequisites to make the system
prepare. Figure 3.5 shows the steps required to follow to install the prerequisites. Furthermore,
Appendix A presents a step by step in detail procedure for installing the required prerequisite
software and applications to develop the system. Finally, Appendix D presents a step by step
procedure that is required to install the Communications Toolbox Support Package for USRP
Radio in MATLAB

3.6 Network Time synchronization
The computer clocks in servers, workstations and network devices are not inherently
accurate. Most of these clocks are set by hand to within a minute or two of actual time and are
rarely checked after that. Many of these clocks are maintained by a battery-backed, clock-calendar
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device that may drift as much as a second per day. Having any sort of meaningful time
synchronization is impossible if such clocks are allowed to run on their own.

3.6.1 The Importance of Time Synchronization for the Network
In modern computer networks, time synchronization is critical because every aspect of
managing, securing, planning, and debugging a network involves determining when events
happen. Time also provides the only frame of reference between all devices on the system network.
Without synchronized time, accurately correlating log files between these devices is difficult, even
impossible. Following are just a few specific reasons:


Tracking security breaches, network usage, or problems affecting a large number of
components can be nearly impossible if timestamps in logs are inaccurate. Time is often
the critical factor that allows an event on one network node to be mapped to a
corresponding event on another.



To reduce confusion in shared file systems, it is important for the modification times
to be consistent, regardless of what machine the file systems are on.



Billing services and similar applications must know the time accurately.



Some financial services require highly accurate timekeeping by law[74].

For this thesis, time synchronization is essential. OpenBTS and all of the sensors are required
to be time synchronized. The signal from the cell phone is required to sort based on the transmitting
time and the detection of the cell phone signal by the sensors is also required to sort based on the
receiving time. Finally, based on the matched timestamp, the location of the cell phone is estimated
from the transmitted and received signal power. Appendix E presents a step by step procedure that
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is required to install htpdate to syncs time over http protocol and also explains the superiority of
htpdate over other time-setting software.
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CHAPTER 4
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
In this chapter, the performance of the indoor occupancy detection is presented in a realworld environment. The measurement campaign was conducted in a complex scenario with 6
sensors placed in a non-uniform, polygonal room sizes on two different places. The first
experiment was conducted on the second floor of the south wing of Kingsbury Hall at the
University of New Hampshire. The second one was conducted on an office (Simpson Gumpertz
& Heger (SGH)) located in Waltham, MA 02453. In this scenario, sensors were placed in locations
as close to exterior walls of the building and corners of the room as possible. For mobile
communication, transmit power from the cell phone is not a constant rather it is a function of a
distance between the BTS and the location of the cell phone. By considering this phenomenon, the
BTS was placed in such a way that the cellphone can transmit as much constant power as possible.
All measurements and programming were done with the following devices:


BTS: Ettus Research USRP B200 board equipped with two Ettus VERT900 antennas
and Dell Optiplex 9010 computer that has a core i7 dual-core processor, 8GHz RAM,
a 1TB SSD, a Tp-link (Tl-wn881nd) wireless adapter and the Operating system (OS)
is Ubuntu Linux.



Sensors: Ettus Research USRP B200 equipped with an Ettus VERT900 antenna and
Intel NUC D54250WYKH minicomputer that has a core i5 dual-core processor with
turbo capability to achieve 2.6 GHz, 8GHz RAM, a 128GB SSD, a WiFi adapter, USB
3.0 capability, and the OS is Ubuntu Linux.
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Server: Dell Optiplex 9010 computer that has a core i7 dual-core processor, 8GHz
RAM, a 1TB SSD, and the OS is Microsoft Windows.

4.1 Kingsbury Measurement Campaign
In Kingsbury, the sensors were placed on the ends of ceiling-mounted overhead service
carriers in three laboratories (S210, S211, S215), and on the top of a cabinet in other two
laboratories (S216, S220). Figure 4.1 shows a map of the measurement region illustrating sensor
positions, room boundaries, and measurement points. The coverage radii of the BTS was around
30.48 meters. The location of the sensors and the measurement points were selected based on the
coverage area of the BTS.

Figure 4.1: Map of Kingsbury Hall, South Wing, Second Floor, including sensors and
measurement points
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In the measurement area, there were 22 unknown nodes (measurement points) indicated by
black rectangles to be examined for six reference nodes (sensors marked by A – F) are also shown
in Figure 4.1. The coordinates of the sensors and other parameters are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameters

Value

Number of Sensors

6
A (3.66, 1.28)
B (14.6, -0.35)
C (28.96, -1.22)

Coordinates of the sensors (m)
D (17.65, 14.51)
E (12.8, 16.15)
F (6.4, 16.15)
Number of unknown nodes

22

Path loss exponent, n

5.8

The estimated distances (m)

5.98 – 28.58

The RSS power measurements were taken simultaneously by all six sensors and processed
by a central controlling computer (Server) which performed the location technique on the collected
data. A BLU Z150 1.8" GSM quad band (850/900/1800/1900) 2G compatible unlocked cell phone
was used as a transmitter. The RSS measurements occurred at the sensors with the transmitted
signal from the cell phone located at each of the 22 measurement points indicated in Figure 4.1.
The cell phone was placed at each measurement point, approximately 1.13 m off the ground to
minimize the effect of multipath and variability in the environment. For each measurement point,
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a test call was made so that all 6 sensors can detect the RSS. After detection, the detected signal
was processed by each of the 6 sensors simultaneously and sent the detection information to the
server.

In the server side, based on the signal detection time, the received signals (RSS) were sorted
for each of the 6 sensors. Also, the transmit signals of the cell phone were sorted based on the
calling time. After that, the estimated distances were calculated using the modified version of
Equation (2.6). Equation (2.6) can be rewritten as follows:
𝑃𝑟 (𝑑)
𝐺𝑡 𝐺𝑟 𝜆2
1
𝐶
= (
)
×
=
(4𝜋)2 𝐿
𝑃𝑡
𝑑𝑛 𝑑𝑛

(4.1)

Where Pr(d) is received power, and Pt is the transmitted power from Mobile Station (MS).
Gt is the MS antenna gain and Gr is the wireless sensor antenna gain. Again, λ is the wavelength,
d is the distance between the MS and the sensor, n is the path loss exponent and L is the shadow
fading.
For reference distance, d = d0 the equation (4.1) changes to as follows,
𝑃𝑟0
𝐶
= 𝑛=𝑘
𝑃𝑡0 𝑑0

(4.2)

Now, For an arbitrary distance, d = d the equation (4.1) can be rewritten as
𝑃𝑟
𝐶
𝑑0 𝑛
𝑑0 𝑛
=
= 𝑘. 𝑛 = 𝑘 × ( )
𝑃𝑡 𝑑 𝑛
𝑑
𝑑

(4.3)

After obtaining the power of RSS, Pr in the unknown node from the sensor and based on the
MS transmit power, Pt the estimated distance can be calculated by as follows:
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1⁄
𝑛

𝑘𝑃𝑡
𝑑 = 𝑑0 × ( )
𝑃𝑟

(4.4)

Furthermore, the estimated coordinates were calculated using equation (2.14). Finally, the
performance of localization was investigated by MMSE using equation (2.5) at each of the
measurement locations.
These measurement points were chosen to be relatively uniform over the area. All of these
measurements were fed into the script for processing by the location technique. The value of σ is
inherent in the environment, so it is constant. A value of σ for the building was not determined in
this measurement campaign thus data from the measurement campaign cannot be plotted versus σ.

Figure 4.2: Map of Kingsbury Hall, South Wing, Second Floor, including measurement points
bounded by 6 sensors
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Observation 1:
There is a significant effect of the area lying enclosed by the sensors. The minimum error
region is always the centroid of the polygon formation formed by connecting the sensors. As a
result, the measurement points, those were inside the bounded region by the 6 sensors shown in
Figure 4.2, had experienced less error compared with the points those were outside of the bounded
region. Figure 4.3 shows the MMSE corresponding to the distance of the unknown node from the
origin versus measured distances of the measurement points from the Kingsbury measurement
campaign for both cases.

Figure 4.3: The localization of MSE corresponding to distance for diﬀerent positions of the
unknown node from the origin with 6 sensors
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The red lines are the MMSE corresponding to the distance of the unknown node from the
origin versus measured distances for the points (unknown nodes) those were inside of the bounded
region and the blue lines are the MMSE corresponding to the distance of the unknown node from
the origin versus measured distances for the points those were both inside and outside of the
bounded region. The unknown nodes those were clearly outside of the bounded region by 6 sensors
are yielding the greater error (abrupt spikes).

Observation 2:
Furthermore, Figure 4.3 shows that MMSE produces the greatest error when the unknown
node is closer to the origin (indicated by a black circle in Figure 4.1) and gradually performs better
for farther distances from the origin. This is obvious that for closer distances, the error in
determining the actual location will be dominating compared with the farther distances. Although
these errors are relatively unexpected and would not be too high like Figure 4.3. This could be due
to a slight bias of measurement points away from the walls of rooms (due to a significant number
of desks and bookshelves against walls, preventing measurement points against walls in many
rooms) and the randomness in the environment, shadowing, and path loss exponent.

Observation 3:
It is already mentioned that the number of sensors impacts the performance of the localization
method. To understand the effect of the number of sensors on localization performance, different
numbers of sensors were considered for locating an unknown node. Localization technique was
tested with 3, 4, 5 and 6 sensors. The two key points are: there had to be at least 3 sensors to fulfill
the triangulation method and the sensors could not be in a line to fulfill the triangulation condition.
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Table 4.2: Combinations of sensors

Rank

Combination of
Number of
the sensors used
Sensors
for localization

Error in
localization for
unknown node
(marked as “1”
in Figure 4.1)
(in meters)

Error in
localization for
unknown node
(marked as “2”
in Figure 4.1)
(in meters)

Error in
localization for
unknown node
(marked as “3”
in Figure 4.1)
(in meters)

1

6

A, B, C, D, E, F

4.4854

5.0067

6.7409

2

5

A, B, C, D, F

4.3044

4.7443

6.4335

3

4

A, C, D, F

6.2607

7.4536

7.6958

4

4

B, C, D, F

2.4144

2.6645

6.2480

5

3

B, C, D

0.6738

3.6171

8.8724

In the experiment, pre-deployed sensors were considered always and the sensor locations
were already known. The results have been grouped according to the resulting error. The various
numbers of sensors were tested on the basis of the resultant error for each case to look for a
combination that tends to result in a minimum error in indoor localization. According to the
resulting error, the best number of sensors and the positioning of sensors were selected for further
calculation. The selected unknown nodes location, shown in Figure 4.1, were used for all cases.
Table 4.2 shows a few combinations of sensors with the corresponding error in localization.
From the above table and their respective errors, certain conclusion can be made. There is a
significant effect of using various numbers of sensors and the distance between the sensors.


By considering rank 1, 2 and 4, when 5 or 6 sensors in the formation as shown by Figure
4.1 were used for localization, the excess sensors actually move the estimated point from
the actual location of the unknown point. Therefore, more sensors do not necessarily
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provide better results. Also, another advantage will be the setup cost can be reduced by
using a lesser (optimum) number of sensors.


The difference between rank 3 and rank 4 is that the shape of the bounded region was
trapezium (shown in Figure 4.4) in rank 3 whereas the shape of the bounded region was
parallelogram (shown in Figure 4.5) in rank 4. As the shape of the bounded polygon is
different so the separation between the sensors is also different thus resulted in an increase
in error in localization. Furthermore, rank 4 configurations have yielded better results than
rank 3, though both cases have 4 sensors. Thus, it proves that the positioning of sensors is
more important than the number of sensors.



The main striking observation is the two best scenarios rank 4 (4 sensors) and rank 5 (3
sensors). Now it is necessary to cross-check these scenarios to check if these cases are true
for all unknown points. As a result, three unknown nodes were selected to test the efficacy
of rank 4 and 5 scenarios. It is observed that the four sensors bounded the unknown nodes
uniformly which resulted in a uniform low error in localization. Additionally, four sensors
placed in a parallelogram formation is a more feasible scenario than a triangular formation.



It is common understanding and knowledge that the centroid region, where the circles of
content intersect, has the least error.
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Figure 4.4: Floor plan of Kingsbury Hall, Second Floor, including measurement points bounded
by 4 sensors in two different combinations
Finally, based on the above observations, it can be concluded that four sensors bounding a
parallelogram region serves the best.
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Figure 4.5: Floor plan of Kingsbury Hall, Second Floor, including measurement points bounded
by 4 sensors for ABDF combinations

Figure 4.6 shows the MMSE corresponding to the distance of the unknown node from the
origin in determining the actual location versus measured distances of the measurement points
enclosed by the 4 sensors (ABDF combination shown in Figure 4.5) to understand the effect of
distance from the origin on localization performance. It is again observed that MMSE produces
the greatest error when the unknown node is closer to the origin and gradually performs better for
farther distances from the origin. In Figure 4.6 almost all of the error values are lower compared
with Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.6: The localization of MSE corresponding to distance for diﬀerent positions of the
unknown node from the origin with 4 sensors

Furthermore, the probability of selecting the correct room using the MMSE location method
is presented. Figure 4.7 (a) shows the probability distribution of the estimated error using one set
of 4 sensors (ABDF shown in Figure 4.5), and (b) shows the probability distribution of the
estimated error using another set of 4 sensors (BCDF shown in Figure 4.4). The reason for
choosing two parallelogram regions (ABDF and BCDF) bounded by 4 sensors is to include all of
the 22 measurement points, as the measurement points were selected randomly based on the
coverage of our own BTS. For both of the cases, the region bounded by the sensors is a
parallelogram, so producing less error. It is observed that the MMSE based localization method
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can be applied to correctly estimate the room that a cell phone is in. Therefore, MMSE would be
particularly useful for room occupancy estimation

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Probability distribution of estimated error (MMSE) in Kingsbury Hall Measurement
Campaign with 4 sensors (a) for A, B, D, F combination and (b) for B, C, D, F combination

Table 4.3 shows the results of the measurement campaign with 4 sensors for both ABDF
shown in Figure 4.5 and BCDF combinations shown in Figure 4.4. For both combinations, the
probability of estimating the correct room is significantly closer that would be expected based on
the previous observations. Although the probability of correct room estimation is relatively
unexpected and would not be low like Table 4.3. This could be due to a slight bias of measurement
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points away from the walls of rooms (due to a significant number of desks and bookshelves against
walls, preventing measurement points against walls in many rooms).
Table 4.3: The probability of Correct Room Estimation in Kingsbury Measurement Campaign
with 4 sensors

Pr (Estimate
correct room)

B, C, D, F combination

A, B, D, F combination

0.5

0.4

The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the estimated error (MMSE) of the
measurement points bounded by the 4 sensors from the Kingsbury measurement campaign shows
in Figure 4.8. The red line is the CDF of estimated error (MMSE) using BCDF combination shown
in Figure 4.4 and the blue line is the CDF of the estimated error (MMSE) using ABDF combination
shown in Figure 4.5. Based on the plots and their respective errors the conclusion can be made that
MMSE performs better than expected majority of the time. The CDF of the MMSE is almost
identical for both of the sensor combinations (ABDF and BCDF). The slight difference is for the
effect of the different distances between the sensors.
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Figure 4.8: CDF of estimated error in Kingsbury Hall Measurement Campaign with 4 sensors

Figure 4.9 (a) shows the position of the sensors along with the actual and estimated position
of an unknown node using 4 sensors for BCDF combination shown in Figure 4.4. Furthermore,
Figure 4.9 (b) shows only the actual and estimated position of that unknown node to visualize the
error distribution pattern more clearly. It is observed that using the MSE algorithm, the maximum
error in determining an unknown node is less than 4 meters and the minimum error in determining
the same unknown node is less than 2 meters.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.9: MSE distribution in Kingsbury Hall Measurement Campaign with 4 sensors of an
unknown node (a) the position of the sensors along with the actual and estimated position of the
unknown node (b) only the actual and estimated position of the same unknown node
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4.2 Office Measurement Campaign
SGH has a large office area around 45.72 x 152.4 meters shown in Figure 4.10 and a portion
(~45.72 x 45.72 meters) of the office space was chosen during the experiment shown in Figure
4.11. The sensors were placed in locations as close to exterior walls of the building and corners as
possible.

Figure 4.10: Map of SGH office

Figure 4.11 shows a map of the measurement region illustrating sensor positions, room
boundaries, and measurement points. Based on the coverage area of the BTS, the location of the
sensors and the measurement points were selected. In the measurement area, there were 23
unknown nodes (measurement points) indicated by black rectangles to be examined for six
reference nodes (sensors marked by A – F) are also shown in Figure 4.11. The coordinates of the
sensors and other parameters are shown in Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.11: Partial Map of SGH office including sensors and measurement points

Like Kingsbury measurement campaign, the RSS power measurements were taken
simultaneously by all six sensors and processed by a server which performed the location
technique over the collected data. Like previous, the cell phone was placed at each measurement
point, approximately 1.13 m off the ground to minimize the effect of multipath and variability in
the environment.
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Table 4.4: Simulation Parameters
Parameters

Value

Number of Sensors

6
A (-1.52, -3.05)
B (17.61, -1.02)
C (36.58, 2.88)

Coordinates of the sensors (m)
D (29.97, 33.53)
E (19.64, 35.66)
F (4.40, 31.55)
Number of unknown nodes

23

Path loss exponent, n

4.1

The estimated distances (m)

6.01 – 45.87

Figure 4.12 shows the MMSE corresponding to the distance of the unknown node from the
origin in determining the actual location versus measured distances of the measurement points
enclosed by the 4 sensors (ACDF) from the SGH office measurement campaign to understand the
effect of distance from the origin on localization performance. Like Kingsbury measurement
campaign, it is again observed that MMSE produces the greatest error when the unknown node is
closer to the origin and gradually performs better for farther distances from the origin. In Figure
4.12 almost all of the error values are quite similar to Figure 4.6 which validates the detection
technique is applicable in any type of indoor environment.
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Figure 4.12: The localization of MSE corresponding to distance for diﬀerent distances with 4
sensors

Furthermore, Figure 4.13 shows the probability distribution of the estimated error using 4
sensors (ACDF). Here as the region bounded by the sensors is a parallelogram, so producing less
error. It is observed that using MMSE, it is possible for correctly estimating the room that a cell
phone is in. Therefore, MMSE would be particularly useful for room occupancy estimation. The
results are also similar to the Kingsbury measurement campaign which was expected.
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Figure 4.13: Probability distribution of estimated error (MMSE) in SGH office Measurement
Campaign with 4 sensors (ACDF combination)

Observation 4:
From the results of the two measurement campaign, it is observed that the probability of
estimating a position using the MMSE algorithm is ~55% which is not sufficient enough for room
occupancy detection. However, the performance analysis of an MMSE based indoor localization
with WSN using RSS was presented in [34], [35], [66] where it is observed that the simulation
results (shown in Figure 4.14) were pretty similar to our calculated results collected from the real-
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world environment scenario which validate the proposed framework. Therefore, the performance
analysis of our proposed model is acceptable.

Figure 4.14: The estimation error curve using MMSE, PML, EPML, and PMC[35]
Finally, the reason for not selecting prior measurement comparison (PMC) as the localization
method because this method collects fingerprint (an additional stage) for estimating the location.
Additionally, for both PML and EPML method, a prior information is required to determine the
most probable estimated position. As MMSE based localization method does not require a prior
probability distribution information of the unknown nodes to decrease the error, for this reason,
the performance analysis is done using MMSE based indoor localization.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis project aimed to address the problem of indoor occupancy detection and
developed an occupancy detection technique using wireless sensor networks to detect the RF
energy from cellular devices, used universally by occupants, to locate the position of individuals
in a building. Indoor occupancy detection is challenging because of the randomness of propagation
caused by the walls and objects in buildings.
Using MMSE, the performance of our proposed framework was evaluated in real-world
measurement scenario. The results showed that the performance analysis of the MMSE based
indoor localization is comparable to the simulation results, for this reason, the proposed model is
acceptable. It is also observed that more sensors or choosing the nearest sensors are not necessarily
the best technique of occupancy detection.
Last observation is that it is not possible to perform occupancy detection when the cell phone
is in idle mode. The reason behind that is: the MS does not transmit a signal continuously during
idle mode. In idle mode, the MS transmits a signal only for location update i.e. while transferring
from one BTS to another. After camping in a suitable cell (BTS), MS performs the necessary
registration. After then the cell phone regularly checks if there is a better cell available compared
with the selected cell. If one of the stored criteria changes such as the current serving cell becomes
barred, or there is a downlink signaling failure only then a new cell is selected. MS continuously
scan the downlink frequencies (RF channels) to check for changes in the stored parameters e.g.
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receive system information and receive paging messages from the Public land mobile network
(PLMN). The change in parameters will only occur when the MS is moved to another cell (BTS).
When the MS finds that the received parameter is not matched with the stored parameters then MS
transmits the signal to BTS for updating the current location. The selection of uplink frequency is
based on the received downlink frequency.
In practice, BTS are grouped in areas of high population density, with the most potential
users. The maximum range of a BTS (where it is not limited by interference with other BTSs
nearby) depends on the ability of a low-powered personal cell phone to transmit back to the BTS.
Based on a tall BTS and flat terrain, it may be possible to get between 50 and 70 km (30–45 miles).
When the terrain is hilly, the maximum distance can vary from as little as 5 km (3.1 miles) to 8
km (5.0 miles) due to the encroachment of intermediate objects into the wide center Fresnel zone
of the signal[75]. Depending on terrain and other circumstances, a GSM Tower can replace
between 2 and 50 miles (80 km) of cabling for fixed wireless networks[75]. So inside the coverage
radii of one BTS, the MS will not transmit any signal for location update. Hence, in idle mode,
occupancy detection is not possible using the control signals transmitted from a cell phone.
Future work will investigate improving the accuracy of the wireless sensor networks by
utilizing an improved path loss model for the building, and also implementing improved indoor
localization technique to estimate the unknown node locations. Finally, performing the signal
processing using the FPGA of the USRP B200 instead of the host computer, which will reduce
cost.
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Appendix A Prerequisite Installation
This section explains the steps required to follow to install necessary applications and
dependencies before installing OpenBTS.

Appendix A.1 Ubuntu 16.04.4 Installation
Ubuntu Desktop 64-bit (not 32-bit) 16.04.4 LTS is used as the OS. It is recommended to use
USB 3.0 flash drive, (not USB 2.0) to set the Ubuntu desktop onto the host computer because USB
2.0 flash drive is taken a significantly longer time to install. Before starting the installation, it is
required to ensure that the computer has at least 25GB of free storage space, or 5GB for a minimal
installation and have a recent backup of the data. There are many tutorials available online to guide
about Ubuntu Installation.

Appendix A.2 Updating and Installing Dependencies
Before building UHD it is required to make sure that all the dependencies are first installed.
Before installing any dependencies, first, it needs to make sure that all the packages that are already
installed on the system are up-to-date [76]. This can be done from a graphical user interface (GUI),
or from the command-line. To update the packages on Ubuntu systems run the following
command:

sudo apt-get update
Once the system has been updated, then install the required dependencies for UHD. On
Ubuntu 16.04 systems run the following command:
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sudo apt-get -y install git swig cmake doxygen build-essential libboost-all-dev libtool libusb-1.00 libusb-1.0-0-dev libudev-dev libncurses5-dev libfftw3-bin libfftw3-dev libfftw3-doc libcppunit1.13-0v5 libcppunit-dev libcppunit-doc ncurses-bin cpufrequtils python-numpy python-numpydoc python-numpy-dbg python-scipy python-docutils qt4-bin-dbg qt4-default qt4-doc libqt4-dev
libqt4-dev-bin python-qt4 python-qt4-dbg python-qt4-dev python-qt4-doc python-qt4-doc
libqwt6abi1 libfftw3-bin libfftw3-dev libfftw3-doc ncurses-bin libncurses5 libncurses5-dev
libncurses5-dbg libfontconfig1-dev libxrender-dev libpulse-dev swig g++ automake autoconf
libtool python-dev libfftw3-dev libcppunit-dev libboost-all-dev libusb-dev libusb-1.0-0-dev fort77
libsdl1.2-dev python-wxgtk3.0 git-core libqt4-dev python-numpy ccache python-opengl libgsldev python-cheetah python-mako python-lxml doxygen qt4-default qt4-dev-tools libusb-1.0-0dev libqwt5-qt4-dev libqwtplot3d-qt4-dev pyqt4-dev-tools python-qwt5-qt4 cmake git-core
wget libxi-dev gtk2-engines-pixbuf r-base-dev python-tk liborc-0.4-0 liborc-0.4-dev libasound2dev python-gtk2 libzmq-dev libzmq1 python-requests python-sphinx libcomedi-dev python-zmq

After installing the dependencies, the system should be rebooted. If the installation of the
dependencies completes without any errors, then proceed to the next section.

Appendix A.3 Building and installing UHD from source code
UHD is open-source and is hosted on GitHub. To build UHD from source code, clone the
GitHub repository, check out a branch or tagged release of the repository, and build and install. It
is required to make sure that no USRP device is connected to the system at this point.[76]. First,
make a folder to hold the repository.
cd $HOME
mkdir workarea-uhd
cd workarea-uhd
Next, clone the repository and change into the cloned directory.
git clone https://github.com/EttusResearch/uhd
cd uhd
Next, check out the compatible UHD version (UHD 3.10.3.0 is used in this thesis project)
by running the command:
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git checkout release_003_010_003_000
Next, create a build folder within the repository.

cd host
mkdir build
cd build

Next, invoke cmake to create the Makefiles.

cmake ../

Next, run make to build UHD.

make

Next, some basic tests can be run optionally to verify that the build process completed
properly.

make test

Next, install UHD, using the default install prefix, which will install UHD under the
/usr/local/lib folder. This is needed to run as root due to the permissions on that folder.

sudo make install

Next, update the system's shared library cache.

sudo ldconfig
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Finally, it is required to make sure that the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable is
defined and includes the folder under which UHD was installed. To do this, the below line should
be added to the end of the $HOME/.bashrc file:

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/lib

If the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable is already defined with other folders in the
$HOME/.bashrc file, then add the line below to the end of the $HOME/.bashrc file to preserve
the current settings.

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:/usr/local/lib

For this change to take effect, the current terminal window will be needed to close and then
open a new terminal. At this point, UHD should be installed and ready to use. It can be tested by
running sudo uhd_find_devices command. As no USRP device is attached, something similar to
the following should be seen.

linux; GNU C++ version 4.8.4; Boost_105400; UHD_003.010.000.HEAD-0-g6e1ac3fc
No UHD Devices Found

Appendix A.4 Building and installing GNU Radio from source code
GNU Radio is installed to verify the installation of UHD. GNU Radio is also open-source
and is hosted on GitHub. Similar to the process for UHD, to build GNU Radio from source code,
clone the GitHub repository, then check out a branch or tagged release of the repository, and finally
build and install. It is required to make sure that no USRP device is connected to the system at this
point [76]. First, make a folder to hold the repository.
cd $HOME
mkdir workarea-gnuradio
cd workarea-gnuradio
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Next, clone the repository.

git clone --recursive https://github.com/gnuradio/gnuradio
Next, go into the repository and check out the compatible GNU Radio version.

cd gnuradio
git checkout v3.7.11
git submodule update --init --recursive
Next, create a build folder within the repository.

mkdir build
cd build

Next, invoke cmake to create the Makefiles.

cmake ../

Next, run make to build GNU Radio.

make
Next, some basic tests can be run optionally to verify that the build process completed
properly.

make test

Next, install GNU Radio, using the default install prefix, which will install GNU Radio under
the /usr/local/lib folder. This is needed to run as root due to the permissions on that folder.
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sudo make install
Finally, update the system's shared library cache.

sudo ldconfig
At this point, GNU Radio should be installed and ready to use. This can be tested by running
the following commands. USRP device does not require to be attached for this test.

gnuradio-config-info --version
gnuradio-config-info –prefix
gnuradio-config-info --enabled-components
Following is a simple flow graph that also does not require any USRP hardware. It is called
the dial-tone test and produces a PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) dial tone on the
computer's speakers. Running it verifies that all the libraries can be found and that the GNU Radio
run-time is working.

python $HOME/workarea-gnuradio/gnuradio/gr-audio/examples/python/dial_tone.py
To launch the GNU Radio Companion (GRC) tool, a visual tool for building and running
GNU Radio flow graphs, run the following command:

gnuradio-companion

If gnuradio-companion does not start and complains about the PYTHONPATH environment
variable, then add the line below to the end of the $HOME/.bashrc file.

export PYTHONPATH=/usr/local/lib/python2.7/dist-packages
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Appendix A.5 Configuring USB
On Linux, udev handles USB plug and unplug events. The following commands install an
udev rule so that non-root users may access the device. This step is only necessary for devices
that use USB to connect to the host computer, such as the B200, B210, and B200mini. This setting
should take effect immediately and does not require a reboot or logout/login. It is required to make
sure that no USRP device is connected via USB when running these commands.

cd $HOME/workarea-uhd/uhd/host/utils
sudo cp uhd-usrp.rules /etc/udev/rules.d/
sudo udevadm control --reload-rules
sudo udevadm trigger

Appendix A.6 Connecting the USRP
After completing the installation of UHD and GNU Radio, connect the USRP to the host
computer. As the interface is USB, so open a new terminal window, and run lsusb . It should
display the USRP listed on the USB bus with a VID of 2500 and PID of 0020 for B200. Now
sudo uhd_find_devices command should find UHD-supported software radio peripherals attached
by USB and display something similar to the following.

$ sudo uhd_find_devices
linux; GNU C++ version 4.8.4; Boost_105400; UHD_003.010.000.HEAD-0-g6e1ac3fc
--------------------------------------------------- UHD Device 0
-------------------------------------------------Device Address:
type: usrp2
addr: 192.168.10.2
name:
serial: xxxxxx

Furthermore, sudo uhd_usrp_probe command should report detailed information on UHDsupported software radio peripherals attached by USB and display something similar to the
following. Details include unit names, revision numbers, and available sensors on all attached
USRP motherboards and daughterboards.
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$ uhd_usrp_probe
linux; GNU C++ version 4.8.4; Boost_105400; UHD_003.010.000.HEAD-0-g6e1ac3fc
-- Opening a USRP2/N-Series device...
-- Current recv frame size: 1472 bytes
-- Current send frame size: 1472 bytes
_____________________________________________________
/
|
Device: USRP2 / N-Series Device
| _____________________________________________________
/
| |
Mboard: N210r4
| | hardware: 2577
| | mac-addr: 00:00:00:00:00:00
| | ip-addr: 192.168.10.2
| | subnet: 255.255.255.255
| | gateway: 255.255.255.255
| | gpsdo: none
| | serial: xxxxxx
| | FW Version: 12.4
| | FPGA Version: 11.1
| |
| | Time sources: none, external, _external_, mimo
| | Clock sources: internal, external, mimo
| | Sensors: mimo_locked, ref_locked
| | _____________________________________________________
| | /
| | |
RX DSP: 0
| | |
| | | Freq range: -50.000 to 50.000 MHz
| | _____________________________________________________
| | /
| | |
RX DSP: 1
| | |
| | | Freq range: -50.000 to 50.000 MHz
| | _____________________________________________________
| | /
| | |
RX Dboard: A
| | | ID: WBX, WBX + Simple GDB (0x0053)
| | | Serial: xxxxxx
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| _____________________________________________________
| /
| |
RX Frontend: 0
| | Name: WBXv2 RX+GDB
| | Antennas: TX/RX, RX2, CAL
| | Sensors: lo_locked
| | Freq range: 68.750 to 2200.000 MHz
| | Gain range PGA0: 0.0 to 31.5 step 0.5 dB
| | Bandwidth range: 40000000.0 to 40000000.0 step 0.0 Hz
| | Connection Type: IQ
| | Uses LO offset: No
| _____________________________________________________
| /
| |
RX Codec: A
| | Name: ads62p44
| | Gain range digital: 0.0 to 6.0 step 0.5 dB
| | Gain range fine: 0.0 to 0.5 step 0.1 dB
_____________________________________________________
/
|
TX DSP: 0
|
| Freq range: -50.000 to 50.000 MHz
_____________________________________________________
/
|
TX Dboard: A
| ID: WBX (0x0052)
| Serial: xxxxxx
| _____________________________________________________
| /
| |
TX Frontend: 0
| | Name: WBXv2 TX+GDB
| | Antennas: TX/RX, CAL
| | Sensors: lo_locked
| | Freq range: 68.750 to 2200.000 MHz
| | Gain range PGA0: 0.0 to 25.0 step 0.1 dB
| | Bandwidth range: 40000000.0 to 40000000.0 step 0.0 Hz
| | Connection Type: IQ
| | Uses LO offset: No
| _____________________________________________________
| /
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| | | |
TX Codec: A
| | | | Name: ad9777
| | | | Gain Elements: None
The following command displays the firewall settings.

sudo iptables -L

Appendix A.7 Additional UHD Utilities
The sudo uhd_images_downloader command downloads FPGA images for current UHD
version.

$ sudo uhd_images_downloader
Images destination: /usr/local/share/uhd/images
Downloading images from: http://files.ettus.com/binaries/images/uhdimages_003.010.000.000-release.zip
Downloading images to: /tmp/tmpPYd_5J/uhd-images_003.010.000.000-release.zip
58959 kB / 58959 kB (100%)
Images successfully installed to: /usr/local/share/uhd/images

Appendix A.8 Thread priority scheduling
When UHD spawns a new thread, it may try to boost the thread's scheduling priority. If
setting the new priority fails, the UHD software prints a warning to the console, as shown below.
This warning is harmless; it simply means that the thread will retain a normal or default scheduling
priority.
UHD Warning:
Unable to set the thread priority. Performance may be negatively affected.
Please see the general application notes in the manual for instructions.
EnvironmentError: OSError: error in pthread_setschedparam
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To address this issue, non-privileged (non-root) users need to be given special permission to
change the scheduling priority. To enable this, add the line below to the file
/etc/security/limits.conf .

@GROUP - rtprio 99

Here, replace GROUP with a group in which the user is a member. Sometimes it is required
to log out and log back into the account for the settings to take effect. In most Linux distributions,
a list of groups and group members can be found in the /etc/group file.

Appendix A.9 Verifying the Operation of the USRP Using UHD and GNU

Radio
This section explains the use of UHD and GNU Radio to verify the correct operation of the
USRP[77]. On Linux, the default installation prefix location is /usr/local . The example programs
are located in the /usr/local/lib/uhd/examples folder.

Appendix A.9.1 Benchmarking the system
To check the benchmarks interface with device, run ./benchmark_rate --rx_rate 10e6 -tx_rate 10e6 . Below shows the example output from benchmark_rate :
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$ ./benchmark_rate --rx_rate 10e6 --tx_rate 10e6
linux; GNU C++ version 4.8.4; Boost_105400; UHD_003.010.000.HEAD-0-g6e1ac3fc

Creating the usrp device with: ...
-- Opening a USRP2/N-Series device...
-- Current recv frame size: 1472 bytes
-- Current send frame size: 1472 bytes
Using Device: Single USRP:
Device: USRP2 / N-Series Device
Mboard 0: N210r4
RX Channel: 0
RX DSP: 0
RX Dboard: A
RX Subdev: WBXv2 RX+GDB
TX Channel: 0
TX DSP: 0
TX Dboard: A
TX Subdev: WBXv2 TX+GDB
Setting device timestamp to 0...
Testing receive rate 10.000000 Msps on 1 channels
Testing transmit rate 10.000000 Msps on 1 channels
Benchmark rate summary:
Num received samples: 100104043
Num dropped samples: 0
Num overflows detected: 0
Num transmitted samples: 100229019
Num sequence errors: 0
Num underflows detected: 0
Num late commands:
0
Num timeouts:
0

Done!
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Appendix A.9.2 Receiving Samples
Run ./rx_samples_to_file --freq 98e6 --rate 5e6 --gain 20 --duration 10 usrp_samples.dat
to save samples to a file. Following is the example output from rx_samples_to_file :

$ /usr/local/lib/uhd/examples/rx_samples_to_file --freq 98e6 --rate 5e6 --gain 20 --duration 10
usrp_samples.dat
linux; GNU C++ version 4.8.4; Boost_105400; UHD_003.010.000.HEAD-0-g6e1ac3fc

Creating the usrp device with: ...
-- Opening a USRP2/N-Series device...
-- Current recv frame size: 1472 bytes
-- Current send frame size: 1472 bytes
Using Device: Single USRP:
Device: USRP2 / N-Series Device
Mboard 0: N210r4
RX Channel: 0
RX DSP: 0
RX Dboard: A
RX Subdev: WBXv2 RX+GDB
TX Channel: 0
TX DSP: 0
TX Dboard: A
TX Subdev: WBXv2 TX+GDB
Setting RX Rate: 5.000000 Msps...
Actual RX Rate: 5.000000 Msps...
Setting RX Freq: 98.000000 MHz...
Actual RX Freq: 98.000000 MHz...
Setting RX Gain: 20.000000 dB...
Actual RX Gain: 20.000000 dB...
Waiting for "lo_locked": ++++++++++ locked.
Press Ctrl + C to stop streaming...
Done!
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Following is the example of file size output from rx_samples_to_file :

$ ls -al usrp_samples.dat
-rw-rw-r-- 1 user user 200040000 Sep 1 14:43 usrp_samples.dat

Appendix A.9.3 Transmitting Samples
Run ./tx_samples_from_file --freq 915e6 --rate 5e6 --gain 10 usrp_samples.dat to transmit
samples from file. Below shows the example of output from tx_samples_from_file :

$ /usr/local/lib/uhd/examples/tx_samples_from_file --freq 915e6 --rate 5e6 --gain 10
usrp_samples.dat
linux; GNU C++ version 4.8.4; Boost_105400; UHD_003.010.000.HEAD-0-g6e1ac3fc
Creating the usrp device with: ...
-- Opening a USRP2/N-Series device...
-- Current recv frame size: 1472 bytes
-- Current send frame size: 1472 bytes
Using Device: Single USRP:
Device: USRP2 / N-Series Device
Mboard 0: N210r4
RX Channel: 0
RX DSP: 0
RX Dboard: A
RX Subdev: WBXv2 RX+GDB
TX Channel: 0
TX DSP: 0
TX Dboard: A
TX Subdev: WBXv2 TX+GDB
Setting TX Rate: 5.000000 Msps...
Actual TX Rate: 5.000000 Msps...
Setting TX Freq: 915.000000 MHz...
Actual TX Freq: 915.000000 MHz...
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Setting TX Gain: 10.000000 dB...
Actual TX Gain: 10.000000 dB...
Checking TX: LO: locked ...
Done!

Appendix A.9.4 Terminal DFT/FFT
To create ASCII/Ncurses FFT, run ./rx_ascii_art_dft --freq 98e6 --rate 5e6 --gain 20 --bw
5e6 --ref-lvl -30 . Following is the example output from rx_ascii_art_dft :
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$ ./rx_ascii_art_dft --freq 98e6 --rate 5e6 --gain 20 --bw 5e6 --ref-lvl -30
linux; GNU C++ version 4.8.4; Boost_105400; UHD_003.010.000.HEAD-0-g6e1ac3fc

Creating the usrp device with: ...
-- Opening a USRP2/N-Series device...
-- Current recv frame size: 1472 bytes
-- Current send frame size: 1472 bytes
Using Device: Single USRP:
Device: USRP2 / N-Series Device
Mboard 0: N210r4
RX Channel: 0
RX DSP: 0
RX Dboard: A
RX Subdev: WBXv2 RX+GDB
TX Channel: 0
TX DSP: 0
TX Dboard: A
TX Subdev: WBXv2 TX+GDB
Setting RX Rate: 5.000000 Msps...
Actual RX Rate: 5.000000 Msps...
Setting RX Freq: 98.000000 MHz...
Actual RX Freq: 98.000000 MHz...
Setting RX Gain: 20.000000 dB...
Actual RX Gain: 20.000000 dB...
Setting RX Bandwidth: 5.000000 MHz...
Actual RX Bandwidth: 5.000000 MHz...
Checking RX: LO: locked ...

Figure A.1 shows the example screenshot of rx_ascii_art_dft running:
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Figure A.1: Screenshot of running rx_ascii_art_dft

Appendix A.9.5 Transmiting test signal
To transmit specific waveform, run ./tx_waveforms --freq 915e6 --rate 5e6 --gain 0 . Below
shows the example output from tx_waveforms :

$ ./tx_waveforms --freq 915e6 --rate 5e6 --gain 0
linux; GNU C++ version 4.8.4; Boost_105400; UHD_003.010.000.HEAD-0-g6e1ac3fc

Creating the usrp device with: ...
-- Opening a USRP2/N-Series device...
-- Current recv frame size: 1472 bytes
-- Current send frame size: 1472 bytes
Using Device: Single USRP:
Device: USRP2 / N-Series Device
Mboard 0: N210r4
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RX Channel: 0
RX DSP: 0
RX Dboard: A
RX Subdev: WBXv2 RX+GDB
TX Channel: 0
TX DSP: 0
TX Dboard: A
TX Subdev: WBXv2 TX+GDB
Setting TX Rate: 5.000000 Msps...
Actual TX Rate: 5.000000 Msps...
Setting TX Freq: 915.000000 MHz...
Actual TX Freq: 915.000000 MHz...
Setting TX Gain: 0.000000 dB...
Actual TX Gain: 0.000000 dB...
Setting device timestamp to 0...
Checking TX: LO: locked ...
Press Ctrl + C to stop streaming...
^C
Done!
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Appendix B OpenBTS Installation
This section explains the required steps to install OpenBTS.

Appendix B.1 Updating the System and Git Installation
The OpenBTS project utilizes several new features in Git. It is required to make sure the
client is compatible (e.g. newer than 1.8.2). To do this, perform the following [78].

$ sudo apt-get install software-properties-common python-software-properties
$ sudo add-apt-repository ppa:git-core/ppa
(press enter to continue)
$ sudo apt-get update
$ sudo apt-get install git ntp ntpdate bind9 resolvconf
Or, $ sudo apt install git ntp ntpdate bind9 resolvconf
After installing the Git, most of the remaining installation process is automated via scripts.

Appendix B.2 Getting the OpenBTS source code
From the command line in the fresh development environment, execute the following to
download the most recent set of tools:
$ git clone https://github.com/RangeNetworks/dev.git
Before proceeding to the next stage, it is required to check the Git version as these tools
require a modern version of Git (>1.8.2). If the instructions above in Git setup prerequisites are
followed perfectly then it should have been good to go. To check the Git version, run the following
command:
$ git –version
git version 2.18.0
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Now, to download all of the components simply run the clone.sh script.

$ cd dev
$ ./clone.sh

Appendix B.3 Selecting a Branch or Tag
Before building, the desired branch or tag for compilation should be chosen using
switchto.sh .

$ ./switchto.sh master

Appendix B.4 Installing required Libraries
To compile the various parts of OpenBTS (without the PBX) the following additional
libraries, packages, and utilities will be needed. These can be installed (on a Debian-flavored Unix
distro) with the following command:
sudo apt-get install autoconf libtool libosip2-dev libortp-dev libusb-1.0-0-dev g++ sqlite3
libsqlite3-dev erlang libreadline6-dev libncurses5-dev

liba53 will be needed to install, which is included with the distribution, the following
commands should install it correctly from the OPENBTS_ROOT .

cd liba53
sudo make install

Appendix B.5 Building the OpenBTS code
The build.sh script will automatically install any build dependencies (build them manually
if required) using ./build.sh radio-type (component-name) command. For this project, the used
radio-type is B200. After dependencies are taken care of, each component is compiled into an
installable package.
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$ cd ..
$ ./build.sh B200

Compiled packages will be in a new directory named BUILDS/sometimestamp . The time
stamp format will be like 20XX-XX-XX--XX-XX-XX .

Appendix B.6 Installing Packages
dpkg is used to install the fresh packages (this will complain about dependencies).

$ cd BUILDS/20XX-XX-XX--XX-XX-XX/
$ sudo dpkg -i *.deb
To have aptitude resolve the dependencies, execute the following:
$ sudo apt-get -f install

Appendix B.7 Installing OpenBTS scripts for systemd
Each component has an Upstart service definition for Ubuntu version lesser than Ubuntu
16.04. For Ubuntu 16.04 Upstart service will not work, therefore, systemd is required to install.
To run OpenBTS, Asterisk, SipAuthServe and Smqueue services on Ubuntu 16.04, execute the
following commands [79]:
$ cd
$ cd etc/systemd/system
$ sudo git clone https://github.com/nadiia-kotelnikova/openbts_systemd_scripts.git
$ sudo cp /etc/systemd/system/openbts_systemd_scripts/systemd/asterisk.service .
$ sudo cp /etc/systemd/system/openbts_systemd_scripts/systemd/openbts.service .
$ sudo cp /etc/systemd/system/openbts_systemd_scripts/systemd/sipauthserve.service .
$ sudo cp /etc/systemd/system/openbts_systemd_scripts/systemd/smqueue.service .
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Appendix B.8 Configuring OpenBTS
After building OpenBTS, it is required to configure for running correctly. There are two key
files that must be created for this to happen. OpenBTS.db is the database store for all OpenBTS
configuration. It must be installed at /etc/OpenBTS , which likely does not exist. So, to create this
file, run the following command:
$ cd /etc/OpenBTS
$ sudo sqlite3 -init ./apps/OpenBTS.example.sql /etc/OpenBTS/OpenBTS.db ".quit"
To test this, run the following command. If a lot of configuration variables is displayed that
means the database has been installed correctly.
sqlite3 /etc/OpenBTS/OpenBTS.db .dump

Appendix B.9 Running OpenBTS
At this point, a basic sanity check of OpenBTS should have been able to perform. In a new
terminal/window run the following commands:
$ cd /OpenBTS
$ sudo ./OpenBTS
From here, a few OpenBTS configuration variables can be checked. Connect to OpenBTS
with the OpenBTSCLI command in a new terminal/window:

$ cd /OpenBTS
$ sudo ./OpenBTSCLI

The OpenBTSCLI has several commands that can be used to interact with the software.
Execute the following command within the OpenBTSCLI .

OpenBTS> config
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A lot of stock configuration options will display. However, a few are required for basic
operation. These are:


GSM.Radio.Band: Set this to the GSM band appropriate for the hardware.



GSM.Radio.C0: This is the Absolute Radio Frequency Channel Number (ARFCN).
Set an appropriate value for the band.



Control.LUR.OpenRegistration: Set this to a regular expression matching the IMSIs
of the test phones. This tells OpenBTS not to reject the handset just because the
registration server is not responding. Useful for debugging and initializing the system.

The values can be modified from OpenBTSCLI with the config command. For example, the
following command will allow registrations from any phone regardless of their provider. With this
configuration, all phones have access without any restriction. Anybody can connect to the network
by using an attached antenna.
OpenBTS> config Control.LUR.OpenRegistration .*

Appendix B.9.1 Changing the Band and ARFCN
The first things that need to check are the radio band and ARFCN. The radio band is one of
four values: 850 MHz, 900 MHz, 1800 MHz, or 1900 MHz, corresponding to the four GSM bands
available around the world. An ARFCN is simply a pair of frequencies within the selected band
that will be used for the transmission and reception of radio signals. Each radio band has over 100
different ARFCNs that can be used. ARFCN may also be referred to as the carrier (e.g., systems
using multiple ARFCNs are multiple carrier systems). Choosing the correct band and ARFCN is
important for regulatory reasons and to avoid interference with or from local carriers. OpenBTS
config command is used to inspect the current band and ARFCN settings [80].
These configuration keys are in the GSM.Radio category. To view all configuration keys
with the word GSM.Radio in their name, enter the following command:
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OpenBTS> config GSM.Radio
GSM.Radio.ARFCNs 1
[default]
GSM.Radio.Band 900
[default]
GSM.Radio.C0 51
[default]
GSM.Radio.MaxExpectedDelaySpread 4
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.MaxAttenDB 10
GSM.Radio.PowerManager.MinAttenDB 0
GSM.Radio.RSSITarget -50 [default]
GSM.Radio.SNRTarget 10 [default]

[default]
[default]
[default]

The GSM.Radio.Band key shows that the 900 MHz band is being used and the
GSM.Radio.C0 key indicates that ARFCN is 51 in that band is currently selected.
If the radio hardware does not have limitations on or optimizations for a particular frequency,
then proceed with these settings. An easy optimization for eliminating interference is to choose a
band that is not used by other carriers in the country. In America, the used systems are 850 MHz
and 1900 MHz while the rest of the world uses 900 MHz and 1800 MHz. Furthermore, it is required
to choose a lower frequency to improve coverage with lower power. For this thesis project, the
used GSM band was 900 MHz to avoid interference with the local carriers.

Appendix B.9.2 Ettus Research Radio Calibration
The proper value for GSM.Radio.RxGain needs to be adjusted for the Ettus Research
equipment to work correctly. Otherwise, the signal being received will overdrive the demodulator.
For this thesis project, the used GSM.Radio.RxGain was 10.

OpenBTS> devconfig GSM.Radio.RxGain 10
GSM.Radio.RxGain changed from "52" to "10"
GSM.Radio.RxGain is static; change takes effect on restart

Appendix B.9.3 Programming SIM card
Subscriber Identity Modules (SIMs) are trimmed-down smartcards. To program the SIMs,
Smartcard writers are used. In general, smartcard writers come in two varieties[81]:
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PC/SC devices: These devices are interfaced through a Personal Computer/Smart Card
(PC/SC) driver and do not appear in the /dev directory. An example device of this type
is “Bluedrive II” available from Range.
USB-Serial devices: In UNIX systems, these appear in /dev as serial port devices,
like /dev/ttyUSB0 . In this thesis project, the USB-Serial device is used for SIM
programming.

pySim-prog is a small command line utility written in Python, which is used for
programming various programmable SIM/USIM (Universal Subscriber Identity Module) cards.
Such SIM/USIM cards are special cards, unlike those issued by regular commercial operators,
which come with the kind of keys that allow writing the files/fields that normally only an operator
can program. This is useful particularly for running own cellular network and issuing the
customized SIM/USIM cards for that network[82].
For SIM card programming in this thesis project, SuperSIM 16-in-1 card and Identiv
SCR3310v2.0 USB Smart Card Reader are used.
To install dependencies, run the following command on a new terminal/window:
sudo apt-get install pcscd pcsc-tools libccid libpcsclite-dev python-pyscard
Now, connect the SIM card reader to the computer with programmable SIM card inserted on
it. To check the status of the connection, enter the pcsc_scan command on the terminal. If SIM
card reader is recognized, then it will display something similar to the below output:
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$ pcsc_scan
PC/SC device scanner
V 1.4.25 (c) 2001-2011, Ludovic Rousseau ludovic.rousseau@free.fr
Compiled with PC/SC lite version: 1.8.14
Using reader plug'n play mechanism
Scanning present readers...
0: SCM Microsystems Inc. SCR 3310 [CCID Interface] 00 00
Tue Oct 18 11:48:08 2018
Reader 0: SCM Microsystems Inc. SCR 3310 [CCID Interface] 00 00
Card state: Card inserted,
ATR: 3B 99 18 00 11 88 22 33 44 55 66 77 60
+ TS = 3B --> Direct Convention
+ T0 = 99, Y(1): 1001, K: 9 (historical bytes)
TA(1) = 18 --> Fi=372, Di=12, 31 cycles/ETU
129032 bits/s at 4 MHz, fMax for Fi = 5 MHz => 161290 bits/s
TD(1) = 00 --> Y(i+1) = 0000, Protocol T = 0
----+ Historical bytes: 11 88 22 33 44 55 66 77 60
Category indicator byte: 11 (proprietary format)
Possibly identified card (using /usr/share/pcsc/smartcard_list.txt):
3B 99 18 00 11 88 22 33 44 55 66 77 60
sysmocom sysmoSIM-GR1

To exit from pcsc_scan , press Ctrl+C . To get the code of pysim , enter the below commands:

git clone git://git.osmocom.org/pysim pysim
cd pysim
To read the SIM card, run the any of the following commands:
./pySim-read.py -p0
or ./pySim-read.py -p1
If everything is done correctly, then the output should be something similar to the following:
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$ ./pySim-read.py -p0
Reading ...
ICCID: 1791198229180000071
IMSI: 001640000000071
SMSP: ffffffffffffffffffffffffe1ffffffffffffffffffffffff0581005155f5ffffffffffff000000
ACC: ffff
MSISDN: Not available
Done !

To program the SIM card, enter ./pySim-prog.py -help to get overview of possible options.
The similar result should appear:
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$ ./pySim-prog.py -help
Usage: pySim-prog.py [options]
Options:
-h, --help
show this help message and exit
-d DEV, --device=DEV
Serial Device for SIM access [default: /dev/ttyUSB0]
-b BAUD, --baud=BAUD Baudrate used for SIM access [default: 9600]
-p PCSC, --pcsc-device=PCSC
Which PC/SC reader number for SIM access
-t TYPE, --type=TYPE
Card type (user -t list to view) [default: auto]
-a PIN_ADM, --pin-adm=PIN_ADM
ADM PIN used for provisioning (overwrites default)
-e, --erase
Erase beforehand [default: False]
-S SOURCE, --source=SOURCE
Data Source[default: cmdline]
-n NAME, --name=NAME Operator name [default: Magic]
-c CC, --country=CC
Country code [default: 1]
-x MCC, --mcc=MCC
Mobile Country Code [default: 901]
-y MNC, --mnc=MNC
Mobile Network Code [default: 55]
-m SMSC, --smsc=SMSC SMSP [default: '00 + country code + 5555']
-M SMSP, --smsp=SMSP Raw SMSP content in hex [default: auto from SMSC]
-s ID, --iccid=ID
Integrated Circuit Card ID
-i IMSI, --imsi=IMSI
International Mobile Subscriber Identity
-k KI, --ki=KI
Ki (default is to randomize)
-o OPC, --opc=OPC
OPC (default is to randomize)
--op=OP
Set OP to derive OPC from OP and KI
--acc=ACC
Set ACC bits (Access Control Code). not all card types
are supported
-z STR, --secret=STR
Secret used for ICCID/IMSI autogen
-j NUM, --num=NUM
Card # used for ICCID/IMSI autogen
--batch
Enable batch mode [default: False]
--batch-state=FILE
Optional batch state file
--read-csv=FILE
Read parameters from CSV file rather than command line
--write-csv=FILE
Append generated parameters in CSV file
--write-hlr=FILE
Append generated parameters to OpenBSC HLR sqlite3
--dry-run
Perform a 'dry run', don't actually program the card
The 16-in-1 SIM cards are intended for COMP128v1 based cloning and enable the user to
aggregate up to 16 SIM card identities in a single card. Below example shows how to change the
card’s IMSI to 460003113237934 (option -i) and at the same time can specify a new set of -x MCC
(Mobile Country Code), -y MNC (Mobile Network Code), -s ID (Integrated Circuit Card ID) , -o
OPC and -k KI (Ki) values.
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To program a SuperSIM 16-in-1 card, run ./pySim-prog.py -p 0 -x 470 -y 01 -i
460003113237934 -s 8988211000000110000 -o 398153093661279FB1FC74BE07059FEF -k
1D8B2562B992549F20D0F42113EAA6FA . The similar output should appear:

$ ./pySim-prog.py -p 0 -x 470 -y 01 -i 460003113237934 -s 8988211000000110000 -o
398153093661279FB1FC74BE07059FEF -k 1D8B2562B992549F20D0F42113EAA6FA
Insert card now (or CTRL-C to cancel)
Autodetected card type fakemagicsim
Generated card parameters :
> Name : Magic
> SMSP : e1ffffffffffffffffffffffff0581005155f5ffffffffffff000000
> ICCID : 8988211000000110000
> MCC/MNC : 470/1
> IMSI : 460003113237934
> Ki : 1D8B2562B992549F20D0F42113EAA6FA
> OPC : 398153093661279FB1FC74BE07059FEF
> ACC : None
Programming ...
Done !

Appendix B.9.4 Searching for the Network
Now it is time to use a handset to search for the newly created network. Each handset’s menu
is different but the item is usually similar to “Carrier Selection” or “Network Selection.” The
process for manually selecting a different carrier on Android is detailed below and also displayed
in Figure B.1.


Launch the “Settings” application from the Android menu system



Select “More”



Select “Mobile networks”



Select “Network operators” This may or may not start a search. If it does not, select “Search
networks”



Once the search has finished, a list of available carrier networks will present
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Figure B.1: Android Manual carrier selection[80]
Here, the test network is displayed in the list of selectable carriers. Depending on the handset
model, firmware, and SIM used, the network ID will be displayed as “00101”, “001-01”, “Test
PLMN 1-1”, or the GSM shortname of “OpenBTS”. Now, OpenBTS will not allow attaching with
the network. This is because OpenBTS, by default, only allows registered handsets to connect. As
the registration server (sipauthserve) is not running, no phones will camp. However, this verifies
that the downlink is functional.
If the test network is not detected, force the search again by either reselecting the menu item,
toggling airplane mode between on and off, or power cycling the handset. If that still does not
work, confirm again that the handset supports the above-configured GSM band and that the
baseband is unlocked (i.e. not restricted by contract to only using a specific carrier).
If these steps are complete that means BTS is working perfectly. A home location registrar
(sipauthserve), short message service center (smqueue) and switch (PBX) is needed in order to
register, send and receive SMS, and send and receive calls. The following sections are going to
describe those steps.

Appendix B.10 Building and Installing the Subscriber Registry and

Sipauthserve
OpenBTS depends on the installation of the SIP authorization server, sipauthserver for
traffic registration. OpenBTS will not be a usable system without sipauthserver.
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Appendix B.10.1 Subscriber Registry
To set up the subscriber registry database, the file path, where the db will reside in, must be
created first. By default, this path is /var/lib/asterisk/sqlite3dir .

$ sudo mkdir -p /var/lib/asterisk/sqlite3dir

Appendix B.10.2 Sipauthserve
sipauthserve is an aptly-named daemon providing SIP authentication services. The
SIP.Proxy.Registration config variable in openbts should point to its hostname and port. To build
sipauthserve , run the following commands.

$ cd dev/subscriberRegistry
$ make

The above command will produce a sipauthserve executable. As with OpenBTS,
sipauthserve will be needed to configure. /etc/OpenBTS/ should be already exist.
$ sudo sqlite3 -init subscriberRegistry.example.sql /etc/OpenBTS/sipauthserve.db ".quit"

Appendix B.10.3 Running Sipauthserve
Running sipauthserve will provide a registration server. To do so, execute the following
commands.
$ cd apps
$ sudo ./sipauthserve

sipauthserve does not have a Command-Line Interface (CLI), so a small output will be
displayed only like the following:
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ALERT 12935:12935 2018-09-13T00:06:44.8 sipauthserve.cpp:328:main: ./sipauthserve
(re)starting

If any of the configuration variables are changed, sipauthserve will be needed to restart
for the changes to take effect.

Appendix B.11 Building and Installing Smqueue
Smqueue is the store-and-forward message service packaged with OpenBTS. Building and
running are very similar to the process used for OpenBTS.

Appendix B.11.1 Building Smqueue
In the dev/smqueue/ directory, run the following commands to build smqueqe .

$ cd dev/smqueue
$ autoreconf –i
$ ./configure
$ make

The above command will produce a smqueue executable in the dev/smqueue/smqueue
directory.

Appendix B.11.2 Configuring Smqueue
Similar to OpenBTS, smqueue also depends on a configuration file located at
/etc/OpenBTS/smqueue.db . smqueue creates an empty, nonfunctional version of this database if
the database is not available, but that will be useless. So to make a functional version of smqueue ,
need to do the same as did with OpenBTS and run the following command:
$ sudo sqlite3 -init smqueue/smqueue.example.sql /etc/OpenBTS/smqueue.db ".quit"

The above command will initialize /etc/OpenBTS/smqueue.db with default values. These
configuration variables should work without modification.
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Appendix B.11.3 Running Smqueue
To run smqueue execute the following commands:

$ cd smqueue
$ sudo ./smqueue

smqueue does not have a CLI, instead just reading configuration values and processing
messages. So a small output will be displayed only like the following:
ALERT 16478:16478 2018-09-13T00:29:33.7 smqueue.cpp:2798:main: smqueue (re)starting
smqueue logs to syslogd facility LOCAL7, so there's not much to see here

If any of the configuration variables are changed, smqueue will be needed to restart for the
changes to take effect.

Appendix B.12 Building and Configuring Asterisk
There are three primary open-source PBX/Soft switches available. These are Asterisk,
FreeSwitch, and Yate. The differences, tradeoffs, and advantages to using one system over the
other are too numerous. However, the key point is that all are actively supported and used by the
OpenBTS community. However, Asterisk is the standard OpenBTS PBX. It is the easiest to set up
and most documented option though it is probably the most difficult.

Appendix B.12.1 Installing Standard Asterisk
For the simplest installation, the suggestion is to just install Asterisk from the main software
repository. On Ubuntu, run the following command:
$ sudo apt-get install asterisk

Appendix B.12.2 Configuring Asterisk
Standard asterisk does not need any configuration to handle calls; they all come into an
external context. For higher level-functions (e.g., routing), hooks may be needed to install into the
subscriber registry.
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Appendix B.12.3 Installing Asterisk Real-Time
The basic asterisk system is sufficient for simple testing of the OpenBTS system. However,
it does not support secure connections, as all communications go through the external context.
Similarly, Asterisk is unable to dynamically route calls without the subscriber registry. If any of
these features are needed, then Asterisk Real-Time will be needed to install which pulls all of the
needed information from a set of connected databases.

Appendix B.13 Running the whole system
Each component has a systemd service definition for Ubuntu 16.04. To start all the required
services, execute the following commands in a separate terminal/window.
$ sudo systemctl start sipauthserve
$ sudo systemctl start smqueue
$ sudo systemctl start openbts
$ sudo systemctl start asterisk
Conversely, to stop them, run the following commands:\

$ sudo systemctl stop sipauthserve
$ sudo systemctl stop smqueue
$ sudo systemctl stop openbts
$ sudo systemctl stop asterisk

Appendix B.13.1 Exploring
To explore the OpenBTS, run the following commands in a new terminal:
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$ cd /OpenBTS
$ ./OpenBTSCLI
OpenBTS Command Line Interface (CLI) utility
Copyright 2012, 2013, 2014 Range Networks, Inc.
Licensed under GPLv2.
Includes libreadline, GPLv2.
Connecting to 127.0.0.1:49300...
Remote Interface Ready.
Type:
"help" to see commands,
"version" for version information,
"notices" for licensing information,
"quit" to exit console interface.
OpenBTS> help
(list all commands available)
OpenBTS> audit
(check if your configuration is correct)
OpenBTS> config
(list all parameters)
OpenBTS> config XYZ
(list all parameters that contain XYZ)
OpenBTS> devconfig
(change developer and factory parameters)
OpenBTS> trxconfig
(view the factory radio calibration) [so far only on Range Networks
equipment]
OpenBTS> chans
(view the currently active channels)
OpenBTS> tmsis
(view all IMSIs that have interacted with the system)
OpenBTS> trans
(view all completed transactions like calls and sms)
OpenBTS> quit

Appendix B.13.2 Subscriber Registry Database
For subscriber registry database, run the following commands in a new terminal:
$ sudo sqlite3 /var/lib/asterisk/sqlite3dir/sqlite3.db
SQLite version 3.11.0 2016-02-15 17:29:24
Enter ".help" for usage hints.
sqlite> .tables
DIALDATA_TABLE RRLP SIP_BUDDIES rates
sqlite> select * from sip_buddies;
sqlite> select * from dialdata_table;
sqlite> .quit
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Appendix C Testing the System
Appendix C.1 Test SMS
Now the handset has access to the network, it is ready to perform some tests. The first is a
quick test of SMS capability of the network.
The component responsible for receiving, routing, and scheduling the delivery of SMS
messages is SMQueue. It must be started before testing out these features; execute the following
command to do so:
$ sudo systemctl start smqueue

Appendix C.1.1 Echo SMS (411)
On the handset, compose an SMS to the number 411. This is a shortcode handler in SMQueue
that will simply echo back whatever it receives along with some additional information about the
network and subscriber account that was used. The body of the message to 411 can be anything,
although it can be useful to use unique content for each message or sequential numbers or letters.
This helps to pinpoint which message is being responded to in case an error occurs.
Compose the message to 411. After sending the SMS, a reply should appear within a few
seconds. Following is an example reply:
“1 queued, cell 0.1, IMSI901990000000018, phonenum 0000001, at Sep 8 02:30:59, Hi”
This indicates the following:


There is one message queued for delivery.



The base station has a load factor of 0.1.



The message was received from IMSI 901990000000018, MSISDN 0000001.



The message was sent on September 8 at 02:30:59.



The message body was “Hi”.
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Appendix C.1.2 Direct SMS
SMS messages can also be tested directly from OpenBTS by using the sendsms command.
From the OpenBTS CLI, run the help sendsms command to see how it is invoked.

OpenBTS> help sendsms
sendsms IMSI src# message... -- send direct SMS to IMSI on this BTS, addressed from source
number src#.
Messages are sent by specifying a target IMSI, the source number the message should appear
to have originated from, and the message body itself. Substitute the information for the subscriber
account to compose a message and then press Enter:
OpenBTS> sendsms 901990000000018 8675309 direct SMS test
message submitted for delivery
After a few seconds, the handset should display a new incoming message from the imaginary
number 8675309 with a body of “direct SMS test”.
SMS messages created in this way do not route through SMQueue at all; they are sent directly
out through the GSM air interface to the handset and, as such, cannot be rescheduled. If the handset
is offline or unreachable, these messages are simply lost. This is why SMQueue is needed to
attempt and reschedule deliveries in an inherently unpredictable wireless environment.

Appendix C.1.3 Two-Party SMS
If more than one handset is configured for use in the network, send a few messages back and
forth between them. It is required to verify that the source numbers are correct when receiving
messages and that replies to these messages are routed back to the original sender.

Appendix C.2 Test Calls
The other service to test is the voice. As with SMS, OpenBTS does not directly handle voice
and requires an additional service (Asterisk) to be run. First, start Asterisk:
$ sudo systemctl start asterisk
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Using the same handset that used in the SMS tests, now verify a few aspects of the voice
service. This is accomplished by utilizing a few test extensions that the range-asterisk-configs
package defines. An extension is an internal phone number, unreachable from the outside.

Appendix C.2.1 Test Tone Call (2602)
The first used test extension is playing back a constant tone. This might not sound too
exciting but does confirm many things about the network. Those are:


Asterisk is running and reachable



Call routing is working as expected



Downlink audio is functional

By calling to 2602 with the handset, listen to the tone and listen for changes in pitch. These
changes in pitch are due to missing information in the downlink voice stream path, similar to
packet loss. In the field, this is the primary use for the test tone extension: testing downlink quality.
A downlink loss of 3% is normal in production networks, with losses of 5%–7% still providing
an understandable conversation.

Appendix C.2.2 Echo Call (2600)
The next test extension creates an echo call. Basically, all audio that Asterisk receives will
be immediately echoed back to the sender. In addition to confirming the items listed for the test
tone call, the echo call will reveal any delay or uplink quality issues present in the network.
By calling to 2600 with the handset, speak into the microphone. One should hear themselves
very shortly afterward in the earpiece. A little delay is normal, but longer delays lead to an
experience more like using a walkie-talkie. The human brain can deal with delays up to about
200ms without trouble. Beyond that, the conversation starts to break down and becomes
uncomfortable.

Appendix C.2.3 Two-Party Call
If more than one handset is configured for use in the network, place some calls between them.
It is required to verify that the source numbers are correct when receiving a call.
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Appendix D Installation of Communications Toolbox Support
Package for USRP Radio in MATLAB for each sensor
Following steps are required to install the Communications Toolbox Support Package for
USRP Radio in MATLAB[83].


On the MATLAB Home tab, in the Environment section, click Add-Ons > Get Hardware
Support Packages



In Add-On Explorer, browse or search for the Communications Toolbox Support Package
for USRP Radio.



Select the support package, and then click Install



The support package installer prompts while it installs drivers needed for the USRP Radio
software.
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Appendix E Synchronize Time on the Network
The Network Time Protocol (NTP) has long been the king of time-setting software. The
problem of synchronizing the networks is solved by using NTP to go out on the internet to get time
from a public internet time server. But, this approach is prone to problems because: sometimes
NTP transmission is blocked in the network. Therefore, htpdate is used to syncs time over http
protocol. Here accuracy will be within 0.5 secs[84], according to the main page. To install htpdate
run the following commands in a new terminal.

sudo apt-get install htpdate
sudo htpdate -a google.com

htpdate service will start after installing the package and time will be updated immediately
if there is an internet connection.
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